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As you begin to read this booklet from the Domestic Policy Association, you are joining thousands

of Americans who are participating, in conimunities all over the country, in the inaugural season of

the National Is Sues Forum. This is a collaborative effort to achieve gn ambitious goal to bring

Americans together every year to address urgent domestic issues. ,

The issues that the Association's members have chosen to"explore in 1982 are inflation, retirement and .

Social Security, and jobs and productivity. There is a brief introductory booklet like this one for each of

those issues.
Like the old town meetings, this series provides a forum where concerned c4tizens can discuss specific

public issues, air their differences, think thernshrough, and work toward acceptable solutions.

The DomestiCPolicy.Association, whiCh has organizedt5e National Isiues Forum, represents the .-

. pooled resources of a nationw ide network of oiganitatiops including libraries and Colleges, museums

and membership groups, service c1ubS and community Organizations. It is a nonpart san group. It does not

advocate any specific solution or point of view. Its interest is in exploring, in unbi. ed fashion, the costs

and benefits of various alternatives, and making explicit the values that eac ose alternatives reflect. Its..

goal is to identify our common ground. .

This is'the first in what will be an annual series, conveningeajh Fall in communities all around the

.
countrY. Each year, several issues that are of particular concern to the nation,will be addressed, as policy

makers and citizens join together. But the National Issues Forum doesn't begin and-end in those local .

,meetings. The DPA also schedules a series of meetings.in which the consensus.that emerges from those

forums will be convejted to the nation's leaders. A culminating meeting of senior nationarpolicymakers

will be held this coming February at the Gerald R. Ford Presidential Library in Michigan. There, with

former Presidents Ford and Carter presiding, a group of nptional leaders will 'sit down to examine what

these community forums have yielded. . .

So that your considered judgment about these-issues can be recorded and conveyed in those meetings,

we have provided a short "Issue Report" dt the beginning and the end of these booklets. I wouldask you.tt,

- fill it out and mail it in. . ,

I am pleased to be a participant in the National Issues Forum, and I'm honOred to welcome youto this -

common effort. A democratic society works best when public discussion is an integral part of the decision-

making process, wfjecitjzens have a realistic sense of what the alternatives dre, and what they mean in

their own lives and t eir children's lives. I am confident that this will provide an effective vehicle for

stimulating thought anddiscussion, and for conveying the considered judgment of the public to the nation'

-leaders.,

a

litA 111
David Mathews
President
The Charles F. Kettering.Foundation
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L !NFL Tal REPORT
The Domestic Policy Association has promised to communicate a sense of your thinking on the topic of inflation to keaderS and
policy-makers, locally andat the national level. Therefore. we'd like you to fill out this short questionnaire so that we can get
a "profile" of the way people here are thinking about this important issue. They are also going to be interested in the way that
forums like this help us all to ",think throUgh" such camplex problems.

For that reason, we'd like you to answer one set, of questions PEFO.RE you talk with your fellow citizens at the forum'
meeting (or before you read this booklet, if you buy it dsewhere), and anOther set of questions AFTER the forum (or -after
you:ye read arid thOught about the booklet).

Some of the questions are the same on both halves: some are different.
The leader at the forum meeting will ask yoU to hand in these question sheets at the beginning and at th6,encl of the

meeting. If it is inconvenient to do that, pr if you can't attend the meeting, please send the questionnaire, together with the
questionnaire at the end of the booklet, to the DPA. in the stamped, self-addressed envelope that is attached.

I Differme' people Shave different ideas about who's to blame for
inflation. Using a scale of 1 to 10, where I means not much of the
blame. and 10 means a ,lot of the blame, rate how much blame
you'd place on each of the following. Record your answer on the
line across from each item..

I. The President
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 7,10

2. Unions

3: Congr,ess

4. Small businesy

5. Indivp:lual consumers

6. OPEC

7. Large Corporations

8. The Federal Reserve

9, Lithals

10. Conservatives
_

11. Foreign countries such as
Japan and West Germany

r J I !

1 2 3 4.56 7- 8 9 10

I 1 .1 1

1 1 1 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
qk 9 10

2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10

2 3 4 5 6, 7

I 1

8 -9 10

Ii

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

2 3- 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I. -I 1 1 1 lig 1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10

1 1 HI 1 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

J -I H I I-
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10,

I. HI:1111111
1 2 '3 4 -5 6 7 8 .9 10

1 .1 1,1 I 1 1 1 1

1. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Homeowne'rs with large
mortgaees I I I I

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

13. Salaried employees I !'
2 3 4 5 6 7 8

I / I

i 1

9 10

9 10

II
Here is a list of things that some people think ihe government
should do, but each of 'diem would have an impact on the
economy. Rate each proposal on ascale of Ito 10, where 1 means
the_ rvernment should not do it at all and 10 means the
government .should certain! ydo it. Record your answer on the line
acrosqrom each proposal.

14. Lower interest rates I I !
I I

- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

15. Reduce Federal taxes I. 1 1

I

2 3 4 :5 6 7
13 9 '0

16Enact measures sueh as a pub-
lic service job's program to rer
duce unemployment

1 2 3 4 5 ,6 7 8910

17. Strengthen antipollution and ,

product safety regulations I11
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 '0

1$. Make all employers provide au-
-. tomatic cost-of-living increases

to their employees each year I
I

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 .8 9 '0

19. Make it possible for more,
Americans to own their own
homes

4,

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

20. Provide government assistance
for troubled 'American indus-
tries such as automobiles and
steel i I j I I

1 2 3 4 5 67 8. 9

21. Maintain cost-of-living in-
creases in Social Security pay-
ments 1

,

1

1 2 3 4 5 5 7 8 9 '0
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311 This is a list of anti-intlation policies that have either been tried or
113 talked about. For each one. check if you favor or not.

Favor Not
it Oppose Sure

22. Raise federal taxes to rechice
the federal budget 11 E .

23. Cut government spending on
social programs

24. Keep interest rates high

25. Accept nigher rates of unem-
ployment

26. Regulate wages and pric

27. Encourage inVestment
ing tax reductio
the means to invest

Iv

giv-
with

28. Increase government aSsist-
ance for "growth" industries
such as computers and tele-
communications while at the
same time refusing to bail Out
"no growth" industries such.as
steel and automobiles

E E
E

E
E

^

E
Now we would like to ask some questions ,abotit how you feel
now.

29. On a scale of 1 to 6. where 1 means that
the issue affects yoti, personally very little
and 6 means that you really feel deeply
involved,,whttre would you place yourself
on the issue of inflation?

30. On some issues people feel that they
really have all the information that they
deed in order to form a strong opinion,
while on other issues they would like to
get additional information before solid-
ifying their opinion. On a scale of 1 to 6,
where I means that you feel you definitely
need more information on the issue and 6
means that you do not feel you need to
have more information on the issuI,
where wou4d you place yourself?

.31 On a scale of 1 to 6, where 1 means that
you and your friends, and family mrely, if
ever, discuss the issue and 6 means that
you and your friends and family discuss it
relarfly often, where would you place
yourself on the issue of inflation?

I.

32. People have told us that tua *some issues
they come to a conclusion and they7stick
with thatposition. no matter what. 0i)e
other issues,' however, they may take a

r poSition. but they know that they could

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5, 6 '

1,111-41
5.6

t)

change their mind very easily. Using a
scale of 1 to 6, where 1 means that you
could change yotir mind easily and 6
means that you are likely to stick with
your position rto matter what, where
would you place)tourself on the issue of
inflation?

1 2 3 4 5 6

These last few questions are for statistical purposes only.

33. Which of these age groups are you in? Circle the appropriate
number across frorn' the group.

Under IS I'
18 to 29 r

30 t044 3

. 45 to 64 4

65 and over 5

a

I

L

34. What is the last grade of school you completed?

8th grade or less

1 to 3 years of high school

High school graduate

Some college

3

College gradkr more 5

35. Are you registered as a Democrat, Republican.zn Indepen-
dent, or ate you not registered to vote?

Democrat 1

Republican

Independent

Other 4

Not registered to vote 5 .

36. What was.your total family income for 1981?

Under $10,000 Li
$10,000 to S20,000 14
$20,000.tb $30,000

$30.000 to $40.000

$40,000 to $50,000

Over $50,000

37. Do you have children?

Yes

No

38. Are you male or female?

Male

Female

39. What is your zip code'
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INTRODUCTION: -
BREAKING
THE INFLATION
HABIT

1 r

tWe live in a.society in
which both wage-earners
and price-setters have

In his first televised address to the nation, just a few weeksafter the inauguration, President Reagan fqcused on thenation's ewnomic troubles. He warned that the natConfaces -an eeonomic calamity oftremendous propOrtions."To dramatize the impact of chronic inflation, which hasbeen both the primary cause and a chief effect of America'sother economic-Ws, he held up a dollar bill to represent thevalue of a dollar earned in 1960. Then he held out his otherhand, which contained a quarter, a dime, and a pennythe purchasing powerof a dollar twenty years later.
Most of.the President's audience did not need to-bepersuaded of the severity of the - nation's economicproblems. Polls showed that Americans regarded inflation4 the nation's most pressinf issue, with unemploymentrunning a close Second.

Durilg the year after President Reagan's speech, the'economic outlook changed. By Spring 1982, there wasboth good news and b4d. news. The welcome newsconcerned inflation. Various factors including a glut onworld oil markets, moderation in thexise of housing costs,and bin-busting crop production combined to holdprices down. In the first few months of 1980, the ConsumerPrice Index -I-- a widely used gause of the average price ofgoods in the market-place registered its highest
peace-time level in histo7. The average price of goodswent,up at an anyual rate of more than 17 percent. Just twoyears later in Match 1982, average prices actually declinedfor ,the first time in seventeen years. In retrospect, thatdec ine may look like a striking exception to a well-.some protection against
stablished pattern. But it seemed to indicate a slowdownthe uncertainties of the in the rate of inflation. And it held out the prospect that formarket and it' is the year as a whole the inflation rate might be no more thanprecisely for ihat reason

_that our economy has
become so vulnerable to
inflation. 1)

ft

half of what it had been
The bad news was

the inflation rate. If same pe

ear before.
ad been necessary to reduce
e interpreted the economicnews of Spring 1982 as a victory over inflation, it was acrude and a costly one. Prices had gone down because thecountry was ijjat economic slump, and as a result some tenmi1l,,yøfkers were outt.of work. IA slump normallydampens inflationary pressure: When sales are low avdthere are stockpiles of unsold goods and commoditiesranging from aluminum and grain to cars and unsoldhouses )- many sellers resort to dumping their goods-atbargain rates. That was one of the chief reasons for theunexpectedly good news on itiflation. But Ihe other side of41-ie coin is that when goods aren't'being sold, people aren'tbeing employed to marld4cture them.

It appears that we merely exchangeoone symptom ofour economic trou,bles for another. When unemploymentincreases., inflation decreases. Evervime vZie try to pushthe rate of unemployment down, weiset off a new inflation.

4



"Tlfe cost of living st>?e keeps going up and op,and up!"

We haVen't fOund ways to -reduce the inflation that
accompanies full employment. So thk issue facing the
country is why we are no longer able to attain the objectives
of stable prices and sustained economic growth .
we get into our inflationary dilemma, and How can we get
out of itc?

'FOr millions of
Amerkans, the
discomfort caused by
-high inflation is very
real indeed. It is the
discomfort of realizing
that if inflation
continues for anothei
decade at ,the rates of -

recent`years, you will
have to tt_Ipi le your
income just to keep up.

APC

For millions of Americans, the discornfort.eaused by
high inflation is very real inked. It is the discomfort of
goin tothe grocery store and realizing you have just spent
S3Q for a bag of food. It is the discomfort of realizing that

'..inflations badly reduced the value of what you have been
.> -

saving for retirement. It is the discomfort of the young



MEASURINGAIFLATION

The most common measure of inflation in the
United States is the Consumer Price Index (CPI),
a number published ebch month by the
government's Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Ttie CPI does hot measure "prices': as a
whole. Even if that were possible it wouldn't
make much sense: you wovldn't knOv4 how much
weight to give autoinobiles, say, as ofti:tosed to
tratristor radios or dental services. Instead,

-Bureau of Labor Statistics researchers attempt to
determine what a typical household spends its
money on. The bureau then ascertains the prices
of these items from month to mottth, weighting
them according to their share of the family
budget. If they coit 1 percent more this month
than they did la'st month, the CPI goes up).
percent. ,

The inflation rate as measured` by thig CPI is
not quite the same thing as an increase in th,e.rpst

4of living. For one' thing, the CPI doesn't inchide
_ taxes. For another, the index measures the price

of a specific collection of goods and services over
time. Real families, however, don't buy the same
mixture of goods and'services over time. In 1972
and 1973, for inslancei gasoline was still cheap.
.So Mir Opical family probably oijied an
Oldsniobile V-8 and took it for a spin in the
country every Sunday. Today the same fainily
probably owns a Honda Civic and.goes jogging on
Sunday instead of driving. Its expenditures on
gasoline may have risen only a lftife, despite the
steep price increases. ThetTI, however, assumes
the faniily is buying jnst as much gasoline as
before, and the "inflation rate" reflects that
assuMption.

Also, it is hard for the CPI to separate out
inflation price increases for the same item
from changes in the items themselves.
Suppose Sears brings out a newly
designed Kenmore dishwasher
priced $50 higher than last year's
model. Only part of that increase,
presurnably, is inflation. Another
part should represent improvements
in the product's qua*, attractive-
ness, or features. The Bureau of
Labor Statistics uses various
methods to "correct" for quality
improvements so that kis always

1

APPAREL
4.9%

MEDICAL
4.7%

comparing a similar market basket from one year
to the next. But the calculations are rough and
the judgments sometimes subjective, particularly

,.when a service like medical care is the item in
question. Over several years, an apparent
hicrease in the cost of living may represent a
higher standard of living (more efficient cars,
better medical care) as much as it represents
inflation.

Finally, the way, the CPI calculates the price
of owning a home 6erstates the cost ofliving for
most families. The price people pay for their
homes reflects not only how much they' would be

.willing to pay in rent (if rental housing were the
only.kind available) but how much they want tcr
invest in real estate. Sharply rising home prices
are therefore quite different from sharply rising
gasoline prices or clothing prices in their impact
on the cost of living.

'The Consumer Price Index undoubtedly
- overstates the inflation that most families
expdrience; nevertheless it is a useful measure of
how prices are changingsfrom one period to the
next. In any gent, the best solution to inliation is
not to worry about how it is measured but to do
something about the rate at which prices go up.
Copyright © 1981 by John Cage, Understanding Inflation.
Reprinted by permission of William Morrow and Company, Inc.

COMPONENTS OF THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX

HOUSING
45.5%

RTATION
19.0%

ENTER TAIN-
MENT
'3.5%

OTHER
4.0%

7



*PLOSSARTOF ECONONIIC TERMS

Economics is no longer the exclusive domain of
specialists. As our country has encountered
increasing economic difficulties, what was onCe
considered econoniic "jargon" has become front
page news. Anyone wishing to understand
inflation, therefore, should be familiar with the
following terms:

Budget Deficit: When whacis spent by the
government is greater than what is collected in
taxes.

Business Cycle: A recurring sequence of changes
in the level of business activity. Beginning with a
period of prosperity, business activity declines
until a low point is reached. A period of recovery
then follow§ when business becomes more and
more active untilvrosperity is restored and the
cycle is completed. Prices and wages normally
rise and fall with business activity.

CPI (Consumer Price Index): A measpre of price
changes in the United States for goods and
services considered essential to maintaining the
standard of living for a "typical urban household."
A rise in the index means prices are higher; a drop
means they ate lower.

Deflation: A decreasein the general price level; or
an increase in the purchasing power of money in
terms of goods and servicei, which athounts to
the same thing.

Depression: A lengthy period of low business
activity when real GNP declines significantly and
unemployment is high.

Double-Digit Inflation: When average prices rise
more than 9 percent (and less than 100 percent) a
year.

Downward Price Stickiness: The tendency of
certain prices to continually rise in the face of I
market pressures which should force them to fall.

GNP (GrOss National Product): The value, at
current market prices, of all the goods and
services sold in the national economy during a"
given year. .°

Inflation: A sustained rise in the average price of
goods and services, or a decrease in the purchasing
power of money in terms of goods and services,
whidh amounts to the same thing.

Law-of Demand: The economic law which states
that as the price of a good falls the quantity
purchased (or demanded by buyers) will increase,
ahd aS the price of a good rises the quantity
purchased will decrease.

Law of Supply, The economic law which states
that as the price of a good or service increases,
more people will produce (or supply) that good or
servidi."

goney Supply: The amount of money available
for spending in the economy, including cash and
moneyeld in checking (or demand deposit)
accounts.

NP:' A measure of the Gross National
Pro uc adjuSted to take account of inflation. It
meas,S s the "real value" of the economy's goods
and s rvices, instead of their dollar value.

RecekSion: A mild decline of business activity,
usually defined as a drop in real GNPlor a period
Of atleast six nths.

Singte-Digit In tion: 'When average prices rise
less han 10 percent a year.

Stagnation: When the economy seems to stall,
witJ frequent recessions followed by weak
reEQveries. Stagnation results in sluggish
economic growth.

Triple-Digit Inflation: When average prices rise
by at least 100 percent a year.

'couple who feel cheated by skyrocketing housing cost that
have come between them and their dream of owning a
house: It is the discomfort of realizing that if inflation
continues for another decade at the, rates of recent years,
you will have to triple your income just to keep up.

THE CHANGING CAPITALIST ECONOMY

What, exactly, is inflation? Economists define it as a
siistained rise in the average price of goods and services.
That is soinething that is not supposed to happen in a

,J



It can be quite confusing trying totigure out what
our choices are in dealing with inflation when
there are so many explanationses to its Origins.,

" .INFLATION IS A Sicizromp
u3AMAARyoF A cCNDITiON
IN WHICH A GREAT AnANY OF
'WE MaRE 1M190(2TA4T
ACIOR5 CN -ME ECcNOMIC
$TAGE 144VE LEAINED 10 ,
PRotPER wiTHouT
COMPETING."

-lzteozr u:aor.mnow.,

's INFLATIONOUR KIND OF. CHRONIC. INFLATION
AccomPANIED ew aErisso47- COMES Aeour
eecAta5E. CAPIT1ALI5M HAS ,CHANGED IN ITS

C. 5TRUC1U2E . T Is NOW OOVERNME411-
SUPROZ1ED cAPITALIA. POWER-II:LOC
.UPITALI5M, A CAPITAU5M OF vmps5PREAD
AND rEEP-5e.ArtED EXPEC.1ATION5."
-1.g61tsa-B-ILVoNer izteizzr 4-EIL.240)attE32

"vva DONt
ITV PEOPLE
WE, HMS IN

1

GOVERN/40T
eowAi.r)

INF e4Er;465E.
UVING1Do WELL.
iON LJ THE

15 LIVThLt 'Too WELL."

competitiile free-tifOket eaonomy where prices rise and
fall depending:4On supply and demand. If demand for a
particular prOdn4iS greatey than the supplyTits price rises.
A rise in the price of anY one item does not by itself
constitute inflation. If the price of certain goods increases
and people continue to purchaseJhem, those buyers will
have less money with which to buy othergoods. When the

' demand for those goods drops, their prices should then fall
which meanS that the average price of goods remains the
smile although the price of certain commodities has risen.

By and large, this was how our economy worked until
a feW decades ago. Inflation was not a problem. Like a car
wjthout springs going down a bumpy road, our free-market

-ecopomy did not offer a veiy smooth ride, but it brought
bpyers and sellers together, and kept prices fairly stable.
Inflation occurred, but it was temporary. It accompanied
economic hoorns. But boortt-peOds were followed hy
economic declines when wages and prices fell. That series
of booms and crashes was assumed to be the normal rhythm
of, capitalist eConomies. Until the 1930s, government
wiSn't eNpected to do anything to alleviate the pain oC
economic.dowswings, for the simple reason that no one

8

" AFLATION OccuR5 WHEN
1HE ou.6.nrriTY oF McNEY
Ri5E5 APFRELIAGLY A/414E
RP.PIDLY oUteur,
AND 114E moRE pAPID
'THE aitE -n4k. GoAna rs/
OF MONEY. PER Ow OF
OUTPUT; "DE 6.12EAIER-r4E
Atim INFLATIOnt: .
114 5RE 15 PRISE:ABLY NO
oThER. PRCPCernonl
15 $16 \NELL. E61,A1E5L1.07.)

oNE""
- tauLact4 coeDrwaN

,
had any very good ideas about what the 7gOvernment might
do to intervene. For much of the workforce, the system was
neither comfortable nor particularly humane, but it was
im;nune to chronic inflation. n.

Over the past half-century there have been some
fundamental changes in the way the economy works. Ours
is no longer a society in which most people are atthe Mercy
of economic cycles, nor iS it aneconomy in which Wages'
and prices 'are as likely to fall as they are to rise. Unions

'generally Protect workers against wage cuts and many
firlik manage to avoid price cutting, even' when the
economy1is slow". The government has become deeply
involved in the economy through siich measUres as
agricultural price supports, protection for the steel indus-
try againstits foreign competitors, and asharply increased
minirhum wage.

In brief, we live in a society in which both wage-
earners and price-setters have some protection against the
uncertainties of the market and for that reason our
economy has become highly vulnerable to inflation.

If taming the booms and crashq, and protecting
Americans from the bumpy ride of earlier days has made

AIO



the economy rrfore inflation-prone. v. hy, you might ask,
don't we simply retin'n to the "good old dayS" when there
was no inflation? The answer is simple. In the.past there
was no chronic intlation,,but the economy was plagued hy
other serious problerim. Pepression, une.mployment
(without unemployment insurance), bank failures, bank-
ruptcy and unsafe working conditions were also part of the
"good old days." As prices and wages fell dramatically
during economic slumps. many farms and businesses went
under and millions of individuals were left poverty-
stFicken. We could try to go back to earlier days by
breaking up the unions and big companies. 1:)/ eliminating
government regulations, and subsidies that protect-and
benefit different groups. We could st6p trying to prevent
depressions, and drastically reduce government interven-
tion in the economy. But we must recognize that this will
cause intense hardship for mi1li-1/2 of Americans. and will
severely disrupt the economy. Today's econorny is differ-
ent from yesterday's because we have attempted to tame
American capitalism and we have in large part
succeeded.

As a result, what goes up no longer comes down; it
continues to go up Thdefinitely. Corporations don't need to
cut their prices ..And unions can go on asking for new wage
agreements because there's unemployment compensation
to fall back on. Each group scrambles to make sure that it
will not bethe one to experience falling prices, falling
benefits, and falling incomes. And every group demands
that the government do something to guarantee its eco-
nomic security. Each concession a wage hike. increased
federal benefits makes some group think that it's ahead
of the inflationary game.

The baic problem, however, is that if .you add up all
those demands , they have exceeded our collective re-
sources. In an economy where demands excetd resources.
inflation serves as the means by which e.yerybody's gains
are scaled down.

THE RISE OF INFLATION

Still, inflation did not become a cause for public concern
until the late 1960s when circumstances combined to
create a new and unprecedented problem, a chronic rise
in prices.

First, President, Lyndon ..161-inson decided not to
impose new taxes to pay for an unpopular war, so the
government either had to borrow extravagantly or had to
print mot, money. All across the economy, prices rose as
demands exceeded production capacities. American
troops, for example, needed boots. When the government
placed its order for millions of boots, the price of civilian
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shoes rose because both shoe leather and shoemakers were
in short supply.

Then, in the. early 1970s, supply fell even further
behind demand. Because of bad harvests farm prices
rocketed 'upward at a rate of 66 per cent between 1971
and 1974. Many industries experienced shortlages of raw
materials. Panic buying triggered by the fear that prices
would rise even higher compounded the problem. The final
blOw was the OPEC price increases, which tripled the price
of crude oil and sent shock waves through the economy as
everyone tried to adjust to higher energy prices.

Choosing policies to
fight inflation means
making difficult
choices about issues
that directly touch
upon personal values
and preferences. Any
serious and sustained
effort to defeat
inflation will impose
some pain, some
tradeoffs. What is
needed is a wider
recognition of such
costs, as a first step
toward a new
consensus.

(
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In the past, periods of,risin prices were always
followed by periods of fallirIgprices, leaving the
overall price level virtually unchanged. Since
World War -Ii-the situation has changed ,
dramatically. Because reliable early statistics I'm'
consumer prices are unavailable; this graph
measures wholesale prices, which generally
reflect the same historical trends.

By the mid- 1970s the problem had come home w
, roost. , For. . the .first time, the American pUblic was

Convinced that inflation was here to_Stay and adjusted its
behavior accordingly. The very actions to which people
resorted to protect themselves against the impact of
inflation -- a more militant insistdnce upon cost-of-living
allowances,. increased borrowing, withdrawing money
from savings or stocks and reinvesting in:real estate or
"collectibles" (antiques, art, jewels: tlungs that maintain
their value) fanned the inflationary fires. By acting on
the assuniption that inflation was likely to continue, people
virtually assured that it would.

Andlt did. In the 1950s and 1960s the Consumer Price
Index had risen at-an average orabout 2 percent a year. In

,the 1970s, it accelerated at an average rate of about 7
percent. By 1980; the nation had experienced two succes-

. sive years,of "double-digit" inflation :an average rate of
more than 12 percent.

Many groups and activities contributed to the' current
inflationary problem, including OPEC oil ministers, Big
Labor, profligate consumers, real estate speculators,
corporate profiteering, excessive government regulations,
social welfare spending, and even the failure of the
anchovy crop off the coast of Peru' (which forced cattle
feeders to shift from fish meal to more expensive American
grains). Indeed, most of us are both inadvertent villains
and unwilling victims of inflation. Even so, exchanging
lists of villains on whom- the inflation problem,can be
blamed, while it may make us feel better, doesn't take us
far toward an understanding of our choices in resolving it.

,
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LOOKING FOR A SOLUTION

The most frequently repeated formulas for describing
inflation such as "tdo much money chasing400 few
goods" suggest that this is a strictly economic
phenomenon, a problem for experts to address. And
economists propose a bewildering variety of initiatives in
the name of reducing inflation. It is'useful to gain some
Understanding of those explanations and proposed cures;
but, contrary to popular impression, 4,sohltion to the
problem of chronic inflation, will require considerably
more than finding the "correct" economic policy. InflatiOn
can undoubtedly be stopped in several ways, and a
workable solution may well involve elements frop several
different proposals.

How then could a solution be found? It often seems as
if, like the 'weather, everyone complains about inflation,
but nobody does anything about it. Candidates for national

,office rail against it and promise to bring it undersontrol,
but there is very little in campaign speeches to explain how



it happened. what it means andwhat ought to be done .

National leaders repeatedly anno'unce their commft-

ment to fight inflation, and their willingness to take the
political risks req- uired to do so. Once in office, however,

they encounter forces that make it diffiCult to get inflation

under ,control and fail to provide solutions that are
.politically and socially acceptable. Since the mid- l Os,

political pressure has forced successive administratiOls to

pursue inflationary olicies. Policies that might have
curbed the rate of infl ion have been postponed or pursued

hal f-heartedly. .

The aim of this booklet is to show that there are
solutions to our inflation problem. There just aren't any

easy ones. That is the political problem of inflation. In the

following pages, we will dscuss serious options that hold

out real promise. But each of them involves pain. They

would all impose losses, a reduction in the standard of
living for a substantial part of the population. The political

problem of ,inflation is this: who wants to be the first to

accept a lower standard of living for the good of the

country?
AkIlough the Americrptiblic is deeply concerned

about inflation, there is as y t no consensus that a solution

must be found, that the severity of the problem justifies
what may be a painful and prolonged cure. And there is no

consensus either about how the burden of -a cure to inflation

should bedistributed. That is why politicians, though (hey

may rail against inflation in campaign speeches, can do so

little about it when they are in office.

' The nation got into its infl-ationary dilemma as a result

of hundredS of separate decisions made on the basis of the

short-term benefits.theyJiromiied. For all the differences

among economists about other aspects of the inflationary

problem, most of them would agree that inflation is the
resuit of our inclination to resort to the "quick fix," to

ignore the lav-term problemsofthe economy, and to defer

any concerted ort to deal with them.
The "quick fix" metaphor is appropriate, for the

nation's inflationa habit has several of the characteristics

of an addiction. At ' e beginning of an inflationary binge,

there are short-te 1 "highs": an increased quantity of
money allows more ilr overnment expenditures for a variety

of programs with!, t raising taxes to pay for them, and
,

business is bri, s as those dollars flow through the

economy. But then, as prIc'es start to rise, workers find that

even their increased wages are not hi2h enough to pay
inflated prices, and businessmen find that because of
higher costs sales' are not so profitable as they anticipated.

So the bad effects start to set in.
The parallel between inflation and addictios) applies

as well when we consider the, availablecures, Entering an

inflationary era, a society first experiences the good
effects. The main reason why political leaders have been so

reluctant to do what is necessary to break the inflationary

habit is that a cure produce's painful effects long before any

benefits come. During the painful first steps of the cure, a

very firm resolie is necessary to convince the reluctant

patient that it is worth the pain to break the frabit.

What we need to do first is to understand why inflation'

poses such a threat to our well-being as a society, to ask

what policies are in the public interest, and to examine the

Costs and benefits 'of various 'proposals for fighting
inflation. There are no "good choices" in fighting

inflation , no easy and politically popular solutions. If there

were, the problem would long since have been solved.
Deciding what to do about inflation requires a judgment

about which strategy is fairest to everybody, most coinpati:

ble with one's beliefs about the government's role, and
about the obligation that we owe to future generations. In
short, choosing policies to fight inflation means making

difficult choices about issues that directly touch upon

personal values and preferences. For example,

* Is it worth reducing inflation from ten percent to

five percent if several million American workers

,are thrown out of their jobs as a result?

* Is it better to have A huge'gOvernment deficit
(which contributes to inflation) or.to reduce that

deficit by cutting either military spending or
programs for the poor, or both?

* Is it better to tolerate inflation or to allow the
government to set wages and prices?

Any serious and sustained effort to defeat inflation

will impose sOme vain, some tradeoffs, some difficult'
choices. What is needed is a wider recognition of such

costs, as a first step toward a new consensus. With regard to

inflation, as with other pressing issues we face as a nation,

hard choices cannot be avoided; they can only be deferred

at the cost of even harder choices in the future..
f011owing sections, we consider our options.

First we examine the "do nothing" option and assess the

costs of living with chronic inflation. Next we examine the

government's role in inflation in order to weigh the costs of

reducing that role and, more specifically, reducing the

government deficit. Then, we discuss the costs of combat-
ting inflation with recession. After that, we consider the
efficiency and fairness of proposals' to end in6tion by
government-imposed wage and price controls: Finally, we

will focuS on the pros and cons of fighting inflation by

revitalizing the economy with increased savings and

investments.



DOING NOTHING: .

THE COSTS OF
LIVING WITH
INFLATION

One problem with
trying to live with
inflatiomby protecting
against its consequences/
is that the techniques
for coping with it tend
to perpetuate the
problem. 99

In Israel,, it is not unusual foil families to buy two
refrigerators, even if they live in a small apartment. One of
'the refrigerators preserves food. The other, a hedge against

, inflation, keeps its que far better than the currency at a
time when inflation has been running in excess of 100
Percent a year. In Argentina, which shares with Israel the
distinction of having one of the highest inhation rates in the.
world .ordinary citizens play the interest rates the same
way that some of us play the horses and with many of the
same risks.

Inflation a sustained rise in the average price of
goods is an international voblem, and one that has been
far inore severe in some countries dian In others. Since
nations suchas Israel andAtgentina seem to be coping with

, Arch higher rates than any the U.S..,has experienced, why
then don't we just learn to live with the rates that we have?
Certainly, this is one of our options: to do nothing to stop
inflation. But if this is what we decide, we should be aware

, of the costs and dangers of such a choice.
Judging from the rapid acceptance of cost-of-living

adjustments over the past decade, it would appear that
living with inflation and doing nothing to stop it iS exactly
what we have thosen to do. Over the past decade most,
people hate sought to protect themselves from thF
uncertainties of rising prices. Unions began to push harder
for cost-of-living escalators, with the result that more than
half of all unionized workers are now covered by such
clauses. The recipients of federal subsidies fought harder
to protect themselves against inflation. This led.; among
other things, to a Congressional decision in 1972 to tie
Social Security payments to the Cost-4-LiVing Index.
Although we are far from a system of universal indexing
in which wages, prices, assets, liabilities and taxes
automatically move up and down in -response to the
changing rate of inflation adjustments of this sort do
make inflation more tolerable, and encourage a certain
shoulder-shrugging acceptance of it. When, for example,
OPEC hiked up the price of crude oil in 1973, the cost of
living increased sharply. For a while, everyone felt the
pinch. And then, as cost-of-living allowances reflected
those higher prices, income was pushed upward too,. and
things seemed to balance out.

The problem is that such indexing arrangements make
the process of unwinding inflation far more difficult and
alSo create a certain complacency about price shocks. If
inflation is nine percent this year, wages will go up nine
percent next year. Prices rise accordfrigly. These changes
increase the likelihood that inflation will be at least nine
percent next year, which in turn means that wages and
prices will increase by that amount in the following year.
So one problem with trying to live with inflation by
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protetting against its consequences is that the techniques
for coping with it tend to perpetuate the problem.

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL COSTS

But so what? Even if inflation gets higher and higher, why
can't we learn to live with that too? The answer is that
inflation kindles resentment as it erodes purchasing power.

To some extent, that resentment is fueled by an
ilrusion. Most people see their income rising, assume that
they deserve every penny they get, and resent ;lie fact that
something they would have been. Ale to afford in
non-inflationary times has now been "stolen" by inflation.
Even though the standard of living for most American
families, cobtinued to improve throughout the 1970s,
despite inflation, .many Americans feel bitter bec4use
inflation has widened the gdp between their-expectations
(nourished hy even-larger paychecks) and actual purchas-
ing power.

The resentment that ssiamany people feel about the
effects of inflation has another source too, the belief that
inflation causes wealth to. be distributed inequitably.
Inflation has the potential to create winners and losers,
making a few of us relatively richer, while the rest of us
become poorer. Someone wins whenever prices go up.

Who have been die winners, who the losers? Who has
been protected against the ravages of inflation, who has
shouldered its burden? Analysis of the impact of inflation
shows some surprising results, sharply at odds with the
popular belief that inflation's main victims have been the
groups that are most vulnerable like the poor and the
elderly: In fact, due largely to the insulation against
inflation provided by cost-:of-living clauses which lift
wages and'benefits when prices rise, the groups that have
been hurt least over the past decade are union workers in
major industries, the poor and the elderly. According to
one study, prepared by the Brookings Institution:those
who earned less than $20,000 in 1970 experienced no loss
of buying power over the next decade. Because of
cost-of-living escalators in the Social Security program,
the average elderly family actually improved its position
over that decade. Workers in unionized trades such as
,steelworkers and teamsters won substantial cost-of-
living allowances that provided increased reakvages over
that period.

Other groups have not fared so well. Many white-
collar workers and middle-class professionals have lost
ground. According to Labor Department studies, the
salary of a typical attorney with several years experience
climbed from $26,277 in 1971 to $54,792 in 1981.
Adjusted *inflation, that meant an earning loss of 4.4
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percent. In several respects, the nation's wealthier families
havebeen losers. Inflation has not only pushed them into
higher tax brackets, it has also eroded the value of their
..avings. and investments. They are the ones who have
suffered the most from the fact that the value of corporate
stocks has fallen more t1irm-50 percent since I968._But they
have-also been winners to the extent that the value of real
property, mi-nerals, commodities and homes has risen
faster than inflation.

Overall, then, inflation probably has had little impact

GLOBAL TOLL
OF HIGHER PRICES

Consuther
Price Increases

1975-8q

Switzerland . . . ,12.2%
West Gerniany 22.3%
Austria 29.4%
Netherlands . 33.8%
Belgium . . . . . 36.0%
Japan 37.2%
Norway 49.7%
tanada 52.0%

United States 53.1%

Denmark **64.07i.
France 64.1%
Sweden 65.0%
Australia 65.4%
Finland 66.0%
Ireland 93.3%
Great Britain 95.6%
Greece 112.6%
Italy 115.7%
Spain 134.3%
Portugal 151.1%
Turkey 568.4%
Source: Organization for
Economic Cooperation and
Development

re177.1.77:777.
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INFLATION MAKES ARGENTINES GAMBLERS IN RISKY GAME

In the last 30 years many countries have risen and
fallen in the inflation ranks, but Argentina has
remained near the top. The rate of increase in

-consumer prices peaked at nearly, 450 percent in
1976. In 1980, it was under 90 percent, and some
Government officials crowed success. But this
year many economists expect the rate to shoot
back up.

Inflation has contributed to a cost of living
Ithat the State Department ranknecOnd only ta
Japan's. The daily newspaper costs 60 cents. A
cup of coffee in an ordinary coffee shop costs $1.
Rents for a two-bedroom apartment in areas
equivalent to Manhattan's Upper East and West
Sides begin at $2,000 a month.

The causes are lost in mounds of statistics
and competing economic theories. The effects are
found-in jathmed stores and crowded psychiatrists'
officei, in a national cynicism and sometiines

individual sadness that has helpectreplace the
country's reputation for gaiety.

Argentines have turned to ingenuity, creating
a country of speculators and moonlighters, of fast
money and hard luck. ,

Playing the interest rates has become a
national pastime. Thirty-day savings certificates

and no one commits his money for longer
pay interest at an annual rateof about 100 percent.

,People punching pocket cakulators stand
outside bank windows aaily, studying the day's
posted rates. In the last year more than 40 small
banks and financial houses have collapsed in the

wheding and dealing. While rumors that a place
is about to fold lead most people to starta run
on the institution, the more daring increase their
deposits, hoping to reap higher rates and be saved
by Government guarantees on deposits.

But then consumer's pay even more for
mortgages, automobile loaris and the like. Interkst
is usually indexed to inflation,.so buying on credit
is an adventure into the unknown on payments.

The new middle classhedges in the panoply.
of imported appliances such as juicers and color
televisions that have been flooding stores. The
Military government has been dropping impopt
tariffs in the hope that the competition of cheaper
and better imported goods would cut prices on
domestic goods.

Factory workers; who have benefitted from
erratic past protectiongt policies, are thus legs
fortunate this time around. Their companies are
strapped by the competition and the intereii rates
. on loans. Some have closed, and rven the military
fears w'orkers' ieaction.

The pressures have contributed to what
manY psychiatrists and psychologists say is an

- explosion in recent years in the number of people
who seek their help.

"You do not learn to live with inflation," the
owner of a fabric shop said. "You learn how to
adapt to live with the constant economic anxiety."

© 1981 by The New York Times Company.
Reprinted by permission.

A

on the distribution of income, and sorpe of the suggested
cures such as a severe recession have more adverse
effects on the distribution of income than the disease itself.

Another problem of living 'with inflation is that it has
led to increasing anxiety for millions of Americans. Here,
as in countries such as Israel and Argentina that have
experienced rampant inflation, therejare dozens of ways in
whicfr inflation affects our everyday lives. For millions of
Americans who cicin't know from one year to the next what
they will owe on variable rate mortgages, or how much
they will have to save for a secure retirement, the anxieties
that accompany high inflation are very real indeed.

The probability is that throughout the 1980s it will be
harder to keep up with inflation than it was in the 1970s.
Over the past decade, the impact of inflation was cush-
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ioned by several factors. Disposable income continued to
grow during the 1970s because there was a rapid increase in
the numberof families with two wage earners, and because
payments from government programs Continued to rise
financed by government borrowing and i-educed spending
on defense. Today, those gushions are no longer available
to soften the shock of inflation. Even if the rate of inflation
is no higher than it was in the 1970s, many Americans are
likely to feel its impact to a greater extent, with an
accompanying rise in hardship, resentment., and anxiety.

THE SOCIAL COSTS

Inflation has at least one more devastating effect. It can tear
the very fabric of society and erode public confidence ig



government and the future.
As an international phenomenon, high inflation has

been synonymous with social unrest and the instability of
governments, particularly democratic.regimes. In 1954,
triple-digit inflation in Brazil led to a military government.
High inflation led to the overthrow of Salvador Allende in
Chile in 1973, and of Isabel Peron in Argentina in 1976,
followed in both cases by the rise to power of a military
junta. In the period between 1963-1973,38 nations Ikhose
inflation rates exceeded 15 percent abolished their demo-
cratic institutiOns. Where democracy hailremainEd intact
despite high inflation the economic, situation has led ttp
electoral defeat for one national leader after another, as it
did for both the leaders of the Irish government and
Britain's Prime Minister James Callaghan in 1979, for
America's President Jimmy Carter in 1980, and for
France's President Giscard d'Estaing in 1981,

Inflation also loosens the social bond and feeds
cynicisni. It, is not coincidental that as inflation has
worsened over the past decade, more Americans have
conae.40 doubt the legitimacy of thp system. Today, a large
majority of Americas (81 percent) feel that those who
follow the rules inevitably $et cheated, while those who
know the angles and ignore the rules. do well. More anti
more peOple apparently feel justified in resorting to the
underground economy to evade taxes, There is a wide-
spread sense that if the government is so fraudulent as to
steal personal assets by allowing inflation to continue, then
people are justified in going "off the books' in order to
avoid taxes.The feeling, in other words, is that in order to
'stay even, you have to get even.

Weirnar Germany after World War I provides the most
frightening example of how "living with inflation" can.
loosen a nation's social ponds, leading to chaos and
disaster.

Germany's problems began as inflationary epi-
sodes so often do in wartime, as the country overex7,
tended itself to pay the costs of World War I. By the end of
the war, the German economy was just limping along. By
1919, government spending far exceeded tax revenues,
and the debts run up by 'wartime borrowing created a
staggering burden. Under severe pressure to finance .its
deficit, the government gave in to the temptation to use its
power to create money. During the four years following the
war, the money supply rose six times over with inflation
as the inevitable consequence. By 1922, Berliners were
paying prices 100 times higher than they had been paying a
decade earlier, before the war. The entire nation was
engaged in a race to cOnvert money of steadily decreasing
value into tangible goods that retained their value.
Government printing presses ran day and night, literally

q
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Workers in Weimar Germany collecting bales of
German marks. By the early 1920s hyperinflation
had reduced the real worth of the mark to less
than the value of the paper it was printgel on.
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INFLATION'S-BITE

If the difference between
5 and 1,0 percent 1980

inflation doesn't seem $100

worth worrying about,
consider what will
happen to your
purchasing power if 1985

inflation continues at 5,
10 or 15 percent for
the next two-decades.

At 5%
Annual Inflation

At 10%
Annual Inflation

At 15%
Annual Inflation

PURCHASING POWER
OF $100
AFTER INELATION

creating a mountain of new Reichbank notes, steadily
devaluing the currency in Oie process. By the AutuninW
1923, with the value of the currency del?reciating precipi-
tously, prices literally exploded. A half dazen eggs, which
before the war had cost less than half a mark, now sold for
some 3 million Marks.

Stories of the bizarre effects of Germany's
hyperinflation are legend. People had to carry their money
around in wheelbarrows. The experience of a Berlin
housewife who left a basketful of money for a moment and
on returniftg found the money safe and the basket stolen,
typified the nation's chaotic condition. In the absence of a
reliable currency, businesses went bankrupt, trade came to
a virtual standsh except where people could resort to
barter, and both food shortages" and rampant unempl
ment resulted. Savings that people had accumulated ove a
lifetime were wiped out in a single day. -The resUlt of the
inflation," wrote historian Alan Bullock, "was to n er-
mine the foundations of German society in a way which
neither war, nor the revolution of November 1918, nor the
treaty of Versailles, had ever done. The real revolution was

the inflation."
It was a revolution that undermined basic values as

,
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well, including a belief in self-reliance and hard work,
"Never," as Thomas Mann wrote,

, , ._

have those who wanted to make money without
working found such favorable conditions ....Honest
work, however skilled, brought nothing. Conse-
quently, even ordinarily honest people wer infected
with the fever of speculation .... It wa uring the
inflation that the Germans forgot ho to rely on
themselves and learned to expect everything from
"politics," from the "state," from "destiny." They
learned to look on life as a wild adventure, the
outcome of which depended not, on their own eff rt
but Off sinister, mysterious forces.

Chaotic conditions created a desperate yearning for a'
reliable currency and social stability. In this way, the

perience of hyperinflation paved the way several years
later for Adolf Hitler, who promised to achieve the
prosperity and order that so eluded the Weimar Republic.

Germany's experience in the 1920s .was the most
dramatic instance in this century of what can happen when
inflation rages out of control, and it offers both a warning
and a lesson. Though it is a vivid example of the social,



'political, and economic damtge that ean result from
intration, it is not atypical.

WANTED: A SOCIAL SOLUTION

For most Americans, inflation is now a given. We
don't ask whether there will be more inflation, but rather
how much more. After allecade of rising inflation rates,
many people are conviiked no matter how substantial
theirresources thatthins a battle they can' f hope to win,
that the best they can hope for is to come out even.

That attitude is summed up in the comments of a
32-year old electrical engineer in California. He and his
wife(fOgether earn more than $45,000 a year, which means
that their income is higher than nine-az-of ten Ameri*
families. But he still feels,that inflation has created a
situati n in which he has to run faster and-faster to stay in
the adnet place. "It's' not possible to get ahead of
inflation," he told a reporter for the New York Timer "Fifty
thousand dollars just won't be $50,000 tomorrow: It's a
battle to stay where you are. Things only get higher."

Like so many others, 'he has resorted td a "bunker
mentality,' trying to protect himself and his family froth
the 'erosion of their resonrces. Sing inflation makes
borrowing unusually attractive because debtors ultimakely'
repay their loans with dollars that are worth less, fielike
many Americans is borrowing as never before.

But the very strategies that people dse to *tea
.themselyes against inflation often-exacerbate the problem.
The net result of a surge in consumer borrowing has been to
push prices even higher. At the same time, reduced
personal savings have contributed to the scarcity of capital
for investment purposes; and that shortage means that
lenders can charge higher interests, and higher interest
rates choke off economic growth. As President Carter said,
"All of us are caught on a treadmill which none can stop
alone. Each group tries to raise its income to keep up with
the present and anticipated rising costs; and eventually we
all lose the inflationary battle together."

These are, then, two, dangers in trying to live with
inflation. First, it makes ,our other economic problems
worse. Even if we manage to protect ourselves with
indexing and cost-of-living allowances, inflation saps the
strength of a healthy economy. In the long run, it stalls
econthic owth and leaves us all poorer.

Pe'?1 more importantly, the psychological and
social effects of inflation can tear a society apart, as they
did in Weimar Germany The insecurity and Tesentment
that today are the prod t of our unstable currency threaten
to undermine the m al foundations of our society as well
as its democrati nstitutions.
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!Isn't this exciting? Now let's see what your next
month's mortgage payment will be!"

HAVE YOU BEEN A WINNER OA A LOSER
IN THE RACE AGAINST INFLATION?

"Real" wfties are a measure of what your wasei
are worth after accounting for the effects of taxes
and inflation. BY subtracting Federal, state and
klcal,taxes'from your "gross" earnings, you can
derive the total amount of your "spendable"
earnings your take-home pay. And by
converting that amount from current to constant
dollars, you can find out whether or not the
purthasing power ofyour"spendable"-earnings
has been affected by inflation.

In order to calculate whether the buying
power of your earnings hasimproved since 1977:

1. Take your 1977 after-tax wages (you may use a
weekly, monthly or annual figure) and
multiply it by 1.5. That's because it takes $1.50
today to buy what $1.00 bought in 1977.

(a) x- 1.5 = (b)
(Your 1977 after-tax (What your 1977 wages would

be in 1981 dollars)wages)

2. If figure (b) comes out to be greater than your
1981 take home pay, then Your "real" wages
have declined you've fallen behind in the
race against inflation. If figure (b) is less,
you're ahead of the game.

"Real" wages are important in measuring
how inflation has affected you, but they're no the
whole story. You also need to consider the val
of your, home, government benefits and other
assets such as stocks and bonds, to determine how
you are doing in the race against inflation.



GOVERNMENT
AS THE VILLAIN:(
GOOD .

INTENTIONS,
BAD MONEY

tit Every Presidential
candidate in recent
memory has pledged to
bring down inflation, to
restore full employment
and economic hgalth,
and to reduce the
budget deficit. But no
recent president has
been able to achieve
those*goals.),

A
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On Tuesday night, October 28, a week before American
voters went,to the polls, the 1980 presidential campaign

.,reached a climax. Under bright lights, and in front of
television cameras which brought their images to 120
million Americans, the Democratic and Republican candi-
dates squared off for a last-minute debate. President Carter
explained that the country faced difficult economic prob-
lems, ones that would not be solved overnight. Then
candidate Reagan replied:

President Carter has blamed the people for inflation,
OPEC, he has blamed the Federal Reserve System, he
has blamed the lack of productivity of the American
people, he has then accused the people of living too
well and (said)tharwe must share in scarcity, we must
sacrifice, and get used to doing with less. We don't
have'inflation because the peogieare I iying too well.
We have inflatiOn becatie.the government is living
too well.

Every Presidential candidate in recent memory has
pledged to bring down inflation, restore full employment
and economic health, and reduce the budget deficit. But no
recent president has been able ,to achieve those goals.
Presidents are elected by a political profess. Every
presidential act has -political impact. With regard tO
inflation, every recent president has faced the same'
excruciating political dilemma. To get elected, a candidate
must convince people he will do something about inflation,
and to get reelected he must not-disappoint them. But a
sustained battle against inflation comes at p high political
cost. Some individuals and groups will suffer as a
consequence and this will erode the President's political
support.

Take the problem of the Federal budget deficit: MOst
Americans rightly feel that the government does contribute
to inflation by deficit spending. The process works this
wayJn an effort to meet theyarious demands of the public,
the government:for many years has spent more than it has

-collected in taxes, and has aceumulated a huge debt, When
the government decides to spend more than it receives,
essentially it faces-many Ltie same choices you do when
you need additional money: an "earn" more by raising
taxes, it can reduce spending, or it can take out a loan.

PAYING THE BILLS

But all these choices are difficult. Higher taxes lose votes
for elected- officials. Cutting back on spending means
reducing funds for programs such as Medicaid, welfare,
unemployment insurance and student aid that affect
millions of people and this generates stiff political

(



opposition. Those who would ultimately benefit from
reduced spending, while often willing to cept the idea of
cutbacks, unite vigorously.to oppose specjIic cutbacks that
endanger their interesis.

In the very short run, borrowing money is the least
troublesome :choice. When %the government borrows
money to cover its debts, it reduces the amount of money
that is available for 6anks to lend. Soon enough, .the result
is a rise in interest rates, and the rest of us are able to borrow
less wnich of course creates political pr.oblems. With
high interest rates., you may find it barder to afford a
mortgage for a new home. Businesses find it harder to get
loans for expansion or new investnient. Eventually,
government debt and high interest rates Threaten the health
of the economy. Pressure mo nts for the government to do
something.. But what ca do?

There is one thin e government can do that doesn't
provoke immedi olitical renctions: It can expand the':
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"Lenin is said to haves
declared that the best
way to destroy the
capitalist system was
to debauch the
currenky. By a
continn process of
inflation, governments
can confiscate, gecretly
and unobserved, an
important part of the
wealth of their citizens.
By this method, they
notonly confiscate,
they confiscate .

arbitrarily....As the
inflationTroceeds and
the.real value of the
currency fluctuates
wildly from month to
month, all permanent
relations between
debtors and creditors

which form the
ultimate foundation of
capitalism become
so utterly disordered as
to be almost
meaningless; and the
process of wealth-
getting degenerates
into a gamble and a
lottery....[Inflation]
engages all the hidden
forces of economic law
on the side Of
destruction, and does
so in a manner whkh
not one man in a
million is able to
diagnose."

John Maynard Keynes,
Essays in Persuasion.

-
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Why send a key to Congress?
lb dramatize your frustration
with an econonuc policy that
keeKeisn:derLst raprot7,0h2hs.

feel, could be the latchkeY that
opens the way to a healthy

economy
LThe President and the
Congress hold the budget deficit
to under $42.5 billion in fiscal
1982 Balance the budget in

fiscal 1984
2. The Federal Reserve Board
to allow the money supply to
increase at the hifer end of

its monetary targe fo accommo.
date economic growth and
stability.
3. The president to appomt a
non-banking, small.busmess
representative to fill the first
vacancy on the Federal Reserve
Board.

The AchilinIstration, the Con .
gess, the Federal Reserve.
Bmrd can no longer ask the pUts-
lifutpo,acceigigigefrecTnntzicdtd-

tating trmt of money.
It stifles economic growth. It

Mcreases the deficit. It reduces
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You can show how you feel
about high interest rates by
sending a key to your people

Cpngress. Any key will do.
A car er a truck
ke..fhtelb tce skey.
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fuavia,ges ofLilz t money ritrta,

olfilfflueryme
you eauldn't buy. The new car
or truck you needed but had tu
put off buying. The bankrupt
business whosedoors you were
forced inclose.

So send Congress your
tired, your battered. your
worn-out keys. Attach yours (0
the coupon below and send it

toCongress today. Your cooper-
ation may be the key to lower
interest rates.
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money supply. The United State's government, like most
governments, has the sale ainhoriiy to "coin-money and
regulate the value thereof." And since 1913, the govern-
ment has also used the Federal Reserve System as a
separate mechanism controlling the amount of money, in
the economy by encouraging or discouraging banks to
lend. When the government expands the money supply
more rapidly than economic output grows, it causes

inflation. That may sound complicated, 6ut basically it's:*
common sense. Imagine that you are at an auction selling
your mule and everyope bidding had ponly ten dollars.
Chance4re that y'ou'd sell your mule for ten dollars or
less, or you wouldn't sell it. NoW imagine tbe same auction
where everyone had twenty cigplars. The price wouldbe bid
up. -

The situation is exactly the same in -a groWing
economy. There is only so mu&-money and so rliany things
to buyand prices rise or fall become inflationary or not

depending 0.,,whether the amount of money or the
amount of things grows faster.

When The government expands the money supply in
order, to cover the-cost of its córnmitment-s, everyone is
happy- at first: oliticiansavoid raising taxes; constittients
get higher spending on their favorite programs; and no one
suffers from higher_ interest rates. It seems too good to be
true and ,it is. By increasing the money supply the
government increases economic activity, and satisfie
more constituents, but it also increases the amount of
'money available in the economy compared to the amoupt
of goods and services which ttie economy is proqucing.
This causes inflation 6y definition: more money and the
sarne amount of "thingsforce prices to

When you spend beyond your means for too long the
result is bankruptcy. When the government spends beyond
itsmeans to satiSfy the electorate, the resniCks inflation. By
41

mflating the money supply, the government avoids
Oilier actions which would hurt some voters mott directly.
It is a way to appear to give voters more than they really get.
Americans get more of what they demand from govern-
ment but in the end they find themselves with less, because
inflation erodes the value of rising incomes and higher
benefits.

By tolerating inflation, by allowing increases in the
money supply, politicians can temporarily avoid making
unpopular decisions. But they can't forever escape the
political dilemma posed by rising voter demands: On the
one hand, cutbacks or tax hikes trigger an avalanche of
protests; and excessive borrowing brings high interest
rates or inflation or both. On the other hand, when inflation
grows fierce, politicians are held responsible and voted out
of office. Either way, they lose. Sooner or later politicians
are blamed. The next candidate makes more promises, gets
elected and invites the same fate.

WHY THE GOVERNMENT OVERSPENDS

How did we reach the point where thousands of special
interests can succeed in wrenching more benefits from
government than we, as taxpayers, have been willing to



DO*DEFICITS REALLY MATiER?
As proposals for a- constitutional amendment to'balance the budget come before Congress, the debate
about whether deficits cause inflation has intensified, Here are two opposing views:

Deficits Do Matter...

' To begin with, deficits raise operating-costs: If the
Government runs a deficit of $100 billion aiid
borrows to pay its bills, then (assuming an
average inWrest rate of 12 percent) annual
expenditures are $12 billion higher thari if taX'és
had been increased to cover the deficit.

Second, deficits breed defitits..By boosting
annual interest payments, each successive deficit
increases the difficulty of achieving a balanced
budget and forces the Government to borrow
mbre, just to cover tç interest on the debt. .

Third, defiCits sp r inflation. To expand the

'Rermanent national debt is to increase demand.
Onless the supply of goods and services rises
commensurately, the result can only be higher
inflation.

Fourth, deficits raise interest rates. If the
substitution of deficit induced borrowing for
taxation will accelerate economic activity; it will
surely raise the priv4te sector's demand for
capital. Private andtpublictsector borrowing
requirements will'then collide, sending interest
rates soaring:
C 1982 by The New York Ti s Company. Reprinted by permission.

Deficits Do Not Necessarily Matter...

There is no doubt that big budgetdeficits can;at
times, generate inflation, as long as the Fed is
willing to expand the money supply accordingly.
But the matter iS\not as simple as it sometimes

. seems. In principle, you want to run a deficit
whenever the eConomy is running well below

, capacity and there\is widespread unemployment.
iThe only question s' how big the deficit should be.

Economists try to estimate it by figuring what the
budget would look like if everyone were working
and paying taxes; that high-employment budget,
as it is known, should be roughly in bal&ice. For
most of the 1970s, the high-employment budget
was in deficit, though not by large amounts.
Ironically, one year in which the high-

, employment budget was in surplus was.1974

the year, until 1979, of the o st inflation ever. So
the connection-between deficits And price
increases is not always clear.

Other comparisons also undermine the
apparent link between deficits and inflation. "We
had inflation in 1920," notes the historian Arthur
Schlesinger Jr. in an article in The Wall Street
Journal, "when the federal budget ran a surplus.
In 1975-76 inflation declined from 12% fo 4.8%
while the budget ran deficits of $112 million. West
Germany today has a budget deficit at least two
and a half times as large as ours in relation to,
gross national product and an inflation rate of
one-fourth of ours."

. Excerpted with permisAion from Understanding Inflation,
by John Case, William Morrow and Company, Inc. 1981.

pay for? The answer lies in the government's current
economic role. Until the 1930s, the Federal government
played a relatively minor part in economic management.
When bad times brought bankruptcy and unemployment,
no one expected the-government to provide assistance to
those affected, or to pull the economy out of its slump. Bad
times and good times were accepted (and expected) as part
of the natural business cycle of a capitalist economy.

The Great D ression radically altered most people's
view of the econ my. For the first time. -it seemed
paralyzed by a se ere crisis. The slump was worldwide,
and it seemed pe anent. Instead of the country finding its
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own way to recovery, the depression grew worse. Eco-
nomic activity nearly came to a standstill, while a quarter
of the nation's workers were unemployed. Public pressure
mounted for the government to do something, and the
British economist John Maynard KeyneS proposed revolu-
tionary policies that were eventually adopted. Keynes did
not believe that depressions were "natural c" inevitable, or
necessadt. He thought they were caused by the failure of
spenders consumers, business investors, and the
government to buy enough goods and services to keep
the economy producing at full employment. To lift the
economy out of a depression, Keynes arigued, the govern



. WRY Its SO HARD TO BALAACE THE BUDGET
. In March of 1980, President Carter announced he

would Pregs Congress to balance the budget as
part of his new anti-inflation prggram. As
budget cuts were being Cliscusséd on
Capitol Hill, DemocratioSenator
,Thornas B. Eagleton returned to
his home state of Missouri where,
according krnewspaper reports, he
encountered a number of good
reasbits to oppose a balanced budget:

* A leader of the Missouri State
Nurses Association said she
would refuse to support the

-,,senatoeif he "persists in
cutting the nursing aid
budget."

'* A mln rushed up to him at an airPort and
announced he was counting on Eagleton
to help "increase federal support for
diabetic researc1,-nd at another airport
the board of direcliirs of a Kansas City
anti-poverty program waylaid Eagleton to
demand more money for their projects.

*In Hannibal, a Laborers Union official
announced bluntly that Senator Eagleton
was "going to have to reconsider his
thoughts" about budget cutting.

* A black minister pleaded with him,
"Please don't let them cut the youth
program for this summer."

* A building indusiry group applauded him
for brinng hundreds of millions of

Mein simply had to increase its spending. It could and
:hotild spend beyond its income. When an econOmy was in

slump, deficit spending would not result in inflation;'
instead it would stimulate demand and economic activity
and relieve unemployment.

To a remarkable degree, Keynes' prescription for
s;epding the Depression worked. Massive government

spending during World War H brought rapid econOrnic
,,,;:grOwth and full employment. But ever since, there has

been a different relation between ihe government and the
economy. Once people realized that the governMent could
do something to prey depressions, they demanded that
it be done. A'political Pando 's box was opened. Since the

dollars in federal Construction projects to
Missouri; the group's president also told
The Wall,Street Journal it would "do
best to see that the budgetary axe falls
soniewhere else."

* In St. Louis, a Job Corps director urged
him to defend federal employment
programs.

* At a pig farmers' convention, a top official
urged him not talet Washington cut the
pork rese.arch budget.

* An International Association of
Machinists official wanted to make sure
Labor Department programs didn't get
cut.

' war, Americans havecome to expect that thegovernment
will do all it can to avoid another 1930s-style depresion;
they have also come to eipect full; or nearly fufl,
employment, as well as a rising standard of living; and they
have demanded and received through ithe political
process = protection from many of the other hardships and
insecurities of the free enterprise system. Soeial Security
now shelters those unable to provide for their own-old age.
Unemployment compensation protects, workers from dis-
ruptive °changes in the economy. A host of regulations
protect the- health and safety of consumers and workers.
Federal insurance and subsidies stave-off bankruptcy and
the rigors of the free market for many businesses, farms
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and banks-. And welfare
provides a "safety net" for
many individuals facing
grim economic circum-
stances.

Since World .War II
massive government inter-
yention has become an eco-
nomic fact of life in the
United States. Some people
view it as the humanization
of capitalism. Others view
it as the end of free enter-
prisit and the first step to-
wards state socialism. But
nearly everyone agrees that
the new government role
has emergeil because of po-
litical pressure.

Postwar prosperity
nurtured the' attitude that
everyone.is "entitled" to a
rising standard of living
and a clean enviromnent,
and unemployment bene-
fits and welfare payments and federally subsidized home
mortgages and a strong military and good roads and
Social Security and hundreds of other things. Since the
war, individuals ancf groups have learnedhow to organize
and lobby fortheir demands through the political system.
To meet these demands,_ government has grown enor-
mously. It has become more complex and expensive,,
weaving itself into almost every facet of our lives.

The result has been an economy much more suscepti-
ble to inflation in a number of ways:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

SHOULD WE BLAME UNCLE SAM FOR
ALL HE SPENDS,OR .BLAME OURSELVES
FOR All WE ASK?

Anni ker.P asking for a balancmi Federal budget. But thn also keep
1:1 askinit fizgrmi a,:dotnerits the gmenm.lent cmi t pay tor out of tax

Unfortunately. m a rmult o this deficit spendkiewhars been giving n the
buying power of the dollar. Because Misfungton hm made it a pracuce to
artilk-nlly expand the money supply to pay for progrann our taxes don t
cover The real tome of that poky o nunous mttanon.

Renewed self-control and a rethmlong of our attitudes toward government
essamaL FIX instance. woukl you be willing to accept a cutback In

'government sermces to reduce spending? Or a tax increase to pay for all
current programs'

Because we believe inflation rs the most pressing national Issue of our
urne we re asking you to pm us in tins calm.' apsade again-4 a The ballot
at right will be your vote and your since Weil see that our natmn's leaders In
Vhstimgton hear what you have to las and report the results m a future ad.
And d you d ike more mfortnmein. we II aho send you a copy of our free

booklet Inflation Let1Stilantra A r
Mark your ballot and send it in imwmentiam..wievimi.voiveav

today Became at the rate inflation is
devnunng our mcomes and savings,
there's not a day to be lost.

CI Mew M,. i Awe vilne.
SAM v. *set Lam. al L4. *we OS Q
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1HE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES IN AMERICA

* By taking steps to avoid severe recessions, the
government has hampered the free-market cure for
inflation: In an economy that experiences vigorous
expansions and severe contractions, prices can be
expected to rise and fall. In today's economy, the
goyernment tolerates-rising prices during- expan-
sion, but cannot accept. the political liabilities of
the unemployment and business failure that ac-
company slumpS and falling prices.

* The establishment of 'unemployment insurance
has contributed to inflation by making workers less
fearful of losing their jobs and more reluctant to
accept wage reductions during recession.

* Price supports for agriculture and government
subsidies to ailing, industries undercut by foreign
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competition contribute to inflation by protecting
These grOups from the cruel discipline of the
free market.

* Government regulations in the health, safety and
environmental fields have also contributed to

'z-inflation, according to some, by adding to business,
costs. 4

* Finally, all government programs contribute to
inflation to the extent that they contribute to
deficits which reqiiire inflationary financing.

SO the government deficits are only a symptom of the
problem. Government has contributed to, inflation by
intervening to tame a capitalist economy that virtually
everyone workers, farmers, the elderly, businessmen

found uncomfortably ruthless. It has contributed to
inflation through-deficit spending and by expanding the
money supply,.but it has done both on our behalf. At the
root of the problem is a political dilemma: we vote for
politicians who promise to provide more without increas-
ing taxes, yet we punish politicians who cause inflation by
doing what we ask of them. ,N

Going back to a time when government was not so
large may help to reduce inflation, but getting there will
mean giving up mu)/ of the things that the government
does to benefit all Of ug. The question is whether We are
willing to make:that saCrifice.
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THE RECESSION
STRATEGY':
IS 11T THE
LESSER OF TWO
EVILSt

tt With the country
suffering from the
highest unemployment
rate since the Depression,
most people do not feel
that the government
should just sit back and
watch thq recession
deepen or worse,
deliberately prolong it

in the name of
fighting inflation. I)
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Millions of Americans have felt'^con fused in recent years

because of the trade-off between inflation and recession,

or, in other words, between inflation and unemployment.
"Recession is good news, they tell us in the papers,

because it will bring down prices. But how can recession tle

good for us when it puts ten million people out of work?"

says George Petropoulos, a maintenance engineer (for

Eastern Airlines in San Francisco. "It doesn't make
sense." Millions of Americans share this sentiment. With

the country suffering from the highest unemployment rate

since the Depression . most people do not feel that the
government-should just sit back and watch the receSsion

deepen oworse, deliberately prolong it in the name

of fighting inflation.
In the 1960s, Americanstolerated moderatt inflation,

but as inflation accelerated in the 1970s and its destructive
impact on the economy deepened and became more widely

recognized, public opinion shifted. Forced to choose
between the twin evils of inflation and the high interest

rates that might lead to recession and unemployment,
Americans have reluctantly accepted the tatteil*,

We are not alone. Other industrial nations, too, have

resorted to the recession strategy when inflation threatens

to run out of cqtrol. Britain provides the clearest example.

When Margafet Thatcher became Prime Minister in May,

1979, she declared that England'smenty percent inflation

rate could be brought under control only by tightening the

reins on the money supply and deliberately engineering a
recession. It will not be pleasant, she explained, but it will

work.
She was right on both counts. Britain's tight money

policy raised interest rates and choked off economic
growth. Unemployment now exceeds ten percent. In the

midst of economic hardship, Mrs. Thatcher has been
claiming victory. "The battle against inflation is being
won," she explained to a crowd of angry jobless protesters

outside 10 DoWning Street.
Economists have known tor years that sustained

recessions bring prices down. But in the past this strategy

seemed impractical because of the-political opposition it

stirs up. Like George Petropoulos, most Americans feel

that the side-effects of recession are intolerable, that the

cure is worse than the disease. When inflation is extreme.
we accept recession as a short-term remedy; but once the
inflation rate, moderates, or once the unemployment rate.

surpasses "reasonable levels," Americans endorse "full
employment" policies even if they will entail additional

inflation.
This see sawing of public opinion has made a

long-term solution to our inflation problem extremely
difficult. With their fate hinging on their popularity at the



polls, America's elected officials have found it almost
impossible to pursue a conSistent anti-inflation strategy,As.,
an election approaches, they feel the pressure to stimulate
the economy even if the effort is likely to fan the
inflationary flies.

Take, as an example, President Nixon's course during
the 1972 election season. He- chose to stimulate the
economy to reduce unemployment before the elections.
Simultaneously, he instituted wage and price controls so
that the expansion* wouldn't trigger higher inflation.,(At
the time the inflation rate was a "worrisome" 3.4 percent.)
President Nixon succeeded in temporarily sustaining both
low inflation and low unemployment, but once wage and
price controls were rifted, inflation worsened. The OPEC
Oil erntlargo madeis situation eVen worse. In 1974-75 the''
country suffered a recession and unemployment rose
appreciably. By the time Mr. Nixon's successor, President
Ford, sought reelection in 1975, the unemployment rate'
was about five percent and inflation was up- to an
unprecedented ten percent.

Political pressures make it almost impossible for a
ptesident to sticic .to a recession strategy (which is
necessarily painful, slow and kradual) if they hope to get
reelected. In other countries like England, West Germany,
and .1.apan, government leaders nave been more successful
in reducing inflation with recession because they have
longer terms of office, allowing them time to let a recession
do its work and still leave time for economic recovery
before the next election.

. In every country though, recession strategies breed
political opposition, especially among those most affected

the unemployed. Switzerland and West Germany, two
countries with an excellent record of holding dowt9eices
by deliberately encouraging recession, have managed to
avoid paying the political price because of their ,large
population of foreign -workers. When recession hits these
two nations, "guest workers" from Turkey, Yugoslavia,
Greece, Italy, Spain and elsewhere, are "sent home" in
large numbers. A large part of the burden of recession is
thus borne by foreigners, who don't vote. In the United
States, where there are felk foreign workers, we have no
such option. Thus we face a hard choice in trying to pick
the lesser of two evils higher unemployment or high
inflation.

IS A RECESSION A SOLUTION?

While most Americans wrestle with the moral issue
surrounding the recession strategy whether it is right to
throw people out of work for the benefit of everyone who is
hurt by inflation a number of economists question the
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"If a recession is to be
used to stop inflation,
we draft inflation
fighters in a very
uneven pattern. In
proportion to theft' size
in the labor force,
sixteen to twenty-four
year olds are three
times as likely to be
drafted as adults.
Females are 38 percent
.more likely to be
drafted than males;
blacks are twice as
likely to be drafted as
whites; and Hispanics
are 75 percent more
likely to be drafted
than whites."
Lester Thurow,
The Zero Sum Society.
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Dear Joe:

I was sorry to hear that
job. If it is any comfo
yourself as a foot soldi
country's battle against

The Administration and i

whose tight money policy
where you are, are count
serve as a scarwxample
labor so that they will
wages and prices.

,you had lost your
rt, you may think of
er, wounded in our
inflation.

hl,Federal Reserve,
helped to put you
ing on 'your plight to
to business and to

go easy in raising

Furthermore, the Fed knows that in your
present situation you are going to sp'end less
in the stores, and' that will also put the
screws to the business community. It may
also increase the number of people laid off.

I'm afraid that I cannot refrain frmn
reminding you that you were pretty loud in
your complaints against inflation inethe last
few years. In fact, it was loud complaints
like yours that nerved up the Fed to reduce
the' money supply growth and bring on the
recession.

Of course, everybody was complaining against
inflation, you may well say. Well, I am sure
that it has struck you by now that the
solution to the inflation problem we have
backed into does not spread the misery at all

/ evenly. But rest assured, you are suffering
, for the benefit of the rest ot us.

Very Truly Yours,,.

Your Favorite_Economist

Lx,

recession strategy's practical aspects. In our economy
prices don't necessarily fall during a recession. Companies
have a choice: to reduce prices or to cut back on production
and lay off workers.

To end inflatio 1.1<iVrecession, these economists
feel, would require much more than a mild recession; it
would require staggering unemployment and a lengthy
period of economic decline. A recession of this magnitude
is unacceptable, they argue, because it results in an
unnecessary waste of the nation's resources. When the
economy produces less, than it could operating at full
capacity, the country grows poorer. Every idle factory and
under-used machine represents a waste of our productive
potential.
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HERE IS WRY
YOU LOST
YOUR JOB

C 1982 by, The New York Times
Company.
Reprinted by permission.

By Spring, 1982, with the nation in the grip of a
severe recession, the burden of fighting inflation rested
very heavily on the shoulders of some ten million jobless
Americans.

Is this the way we want to fight inflation? By failing to
agree upon any other way. to fight it, Americans have, in
effect, accepted a recession strategy with all its costs.
Elected officials have ecquiesced because recessjon,
despite the suffering that it causes the unemployed, is still
more palatable to them than high inflation. Inflation angers
all voters; recession directly affects only some.

How long are we willing to e,ndure recession in order
to bi-ing down the inflation rate? And how much unemploy-
ment are we willing to tolerate?
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ENDING TIW
WAGE-PRICE
SPIRAL:
SHOULD WE
LIMIT
OUR CLAIMS?

tt America suffers from a
wage-price spiral
because no one wants
to see their wages,
prices, or income.drop
7-- and many people
have the power to do
something about it. ))

In tbe United States today, many individuals, groups, labor

unions, and businesses have the power to maintain their

incomes in the face of rising prices. If the priceof oil rises,

for instance and the automobile companies feel their

income (profits) decline, they simply set prices higher.

Millions of car-owning workers also press for higher

wages so that their real income will not decline. And other

people who can control the price of what they sell, like

doctors and plumbers, also raise prices ,to maintain their

incomes in the context of other rising prices. The

wage-price spiral is born.
America suffers from a wage-price spiral because no

one wants to see their wages, prices or income drop

and many people have the power (either economic or,

political) to do something about it. As a result, with every

price increase no matter what the cause millions of:

individuals scramble to raise their prices (and incomes) in

order to protect themselves.
When Dan Connally, a bus driver in Boston, felt his

bilying power dwindle last year because of rising prices, he

went to his union with thousands of his co-workers and

demanded a raise. "I'm not gonna just sit and watch my

paycheck shrink," he told a reporter for the Boston Globe .

Neither will most Americans. Seeing inflation'erode their

earnings, they have done just as Dan Connally did. They

have demanded higher wages or -cost-of-living allow-

ances" (COLA's), to protect themselves against the threat

of rising prices.
Everyone naturally wants to "keep up" with inflation

in this way. But to the extent that everyone "succeeds" in,

keeping up, inflation worsens. If your costs rise ten percent

one year,,you naturally try to raise your prices (if you have

something to sell) or wages (if you sell your labor). If you

succeed, you feel relieved and sigh: "I've caught up." But

itls an illusion: If everyone else also raises their prices or

wages ten percent, prices w41 be about ten percent higher

than when you.started. NoOne will be better off.

It's like a parade where you try to get a better view by

standing on tip-toes you can't if everyone else does..

WHO STARTED THE SPIRAL?

But if everyone is responsible for propelling inflation

forward, who was responsible for starting the whole

process in the first place? Some people blame labor. Due to

the rising power of unions, wages have risen ."unreason-

ably," pushing up business costs and prices. But what is

"unreasonable"? And what about the 80 percent of the

labor force that is not unionized?
In the past wages rose and fell as the demand for labor

fluctuated. But in this country, real wages (that is, wages in
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terms of their value in goods), despite these ups and downs,
witnessed a steady upward trend for over a century. The
rise of real wages, however, has historically been tied to
increases in production. As the output of goods increased
for each hour worked, so, on the average. did workers'
compensation'. Businesses were able to grant wage in-
creases and still keep prices low as long as wage hikes
did not exceed gains in productivity. In recent years,. the
situation has changed dramatically. Productivity in the
private business sector has plunged (from an average
annual increase of 3.1 percent during the period 1948 to
1965, to .6 percent in the period from_ 1973 _to .198()).,
Meanwhile-,- pay increases in many Industries, becaOse of
labor's growing clout, have risen much faster. Wage hikes
in excess of produCtivity gains force businesses to choose
between trimming profits or raising prices, thus giving
tremendous impetus to the wage-price spiral.

If everyone receives a pay increase greater than the .

rise in productivity, continued inflation is assured. The
amount of money grows (higher wages) more than the
amount of goods produced (prodqcAity), .so costs rise.
These higher costs then threaten profits, and are quietly
"passed along to consumers" in the form of higher prices.
Only when the threat of bankruptcy and joh losses is
imminent (as in the auto, airline, and newspaper industries
in recent years) have wages been trimmed and workers
accepted a- ,drop in their income. Inflation has trapped
American businesses and workers into a tragic game of
economic chicken: wage demands escalate with infldtion
until the most dire circumstances approach.

Because many businesses know that they can "pass
along` higher wage costs to consumers through-higher
prices, and because they aie reluctant to risk strikes (which

f
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If everyone agreed to
end price hikes that are
not justified by cost
increases and scale
down wage demands
that exceed
productivity increases,
thg wage-price spiral
would unravel
immediately and
painlessly.

0
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FIFTEEN TEARS OF INFLATION
While consumer prices, on average, have risen
180 percent since 1967, the cost of certain goods
and services has risen much faster.

Four Bedroom Suburban House

1967

$39,000.00

1982 % Change

$120,000.00 + 208%

Pepperidge Farm Bread. $0.31 $0.89 + 187%

Hospital Room $20.00 $117.00 + 485%

Two-piece Suit (lIrooks Brothers)

Gasoline (Gallon)

.$145.00 $320.00 + 121%

$1.29 + 291%

.
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stop production and hurt profits) they are often quite
willing to meet labor's demands. Some observers feel there
is, in fact, a tacit agreement "an invisible' handshake-

between labor and business to raise wages and POSS

along costs at the expense ofthe consumer.
For every economist pointing a finger at labor and the

wage side as the source of the wage-price spiral, however,
there is anolher placing the blame on businesses and the
price side. Greedy businesses tlit raise their prices to
maintain or increase their profits are at the heirt of the.'
problem, some claim. It is higher prices that fAe peoyle
like Dim Connally to demand higher wages, which, in turn,
raise costs and bring further price hikes and so on.

. The fact that many companies are large did face little
competition makes iteasier for them to raise prices withoitt
fearing a.loss of.business. When businesses need to raise
prices in order to cover higher costs, or higher wages, or
maintain their profits they do. When there is pressure to
reduce prices during a recession, or because of falling
costs they respond instead by cutting back on produc-
tion rather than prices: In 1980, for example; when one
tire manufacturer realized that its two-ply tires were not
selling well, it did not cut prices; it just reduced the number
of tires it made by closing six plants, putting 7000.people
out of work. Not all companies, of course, have the luxury
of this choice: in some highly competitive areas prices do
move up and down according to supply and demand. But
as long as some prices are resistant to downward pressure,
they add an undeniable inflationary elemenr to' the.normal
ups and doWns. In good times prices rise; in had, only some
falL .in the- end, the ,average price level creeps upward a
notch.

It is a useless exercise to try to figure out Which, came-
first wage or price increases. When prices rise, people
demand higher wages; when wages rise, business cOsts rise
(especially in industries where payroll costs make-up a
large percentage Of total costs), profits get squeezed, and
prices are forced upward. Trying to determine who was the
"initial" villain is beside the poinL The important thing to
realize is that in ,an economy where evOyone acts tb "keep
up" with past or anticipated inflation, the problem
inevitably grows worse.

STOPPINR THE SPIRAL .

Is there anything that can be done then to unwind the wage-
price spiral? Is there anything that can be.done so that each
one of us doesn't feel, like Dan Connally, that we must
raise our wages or prices to protect our incomes, which
twists tbe spiral higher? .

One obvious solution is voluntary controls. If every-

one agreed to end price hikes that are not justified by cost
increases and scale doWp wage deinands that eiceed pro-
ductivity increases, the wage-price spiral would unravel
immediately and painlessly. So long as everyone showed
the same restraint, no one would be worse off relative to
anyone else and inflation would diminish. (Some
prices, like those tied to imports, might rise, but the overall
inflationary trend would halt.)

Sounds easy? There must be .a catch. As H. L.
Mencken 'once said: "For every complex problem in our
society there is a solution that is simple, plausible and
wrong." Would a voluntary agreement ty hold down wage
demands and priees be that kind of solution? Guidelines to
encourage voluntary restraint have been prOposed in each
of the past four Administrations. Their shortcoming,
however, is that unless everyone shows the same restraint,
they are doomed to fail. -

In intlationary'times most people tr(y to wait .until
ekeryone else lowers their prices: the longer, you wait'
before lowering your prices, the better off you'll be. Again
it's like the parade: If you're the first one in the crowd to
stand on tip-toe (raise your prices), you'llget a better view
(raise your ineome) until everyone else does; also, you are
reluctant to lower yourself (your prices) first because the
last person to get off his or her toes will enjoy a better view
(higher income) for a longer period.

In 1919, under President Carter, voluntary guidelines
did succeed in keeping down inflation for a few months.
But because some people didn't comply, and because the
staggered timing of wagecontracts during the year resulted
in sharply different wage settlements for workers in similar
circumstances, many people came to view the guidelines
as unfair. Those who did comply with the guidelines were
penalized by the price increases a those who didn't. They
watched their relative incomes shrink. Por this reason, the
voluntary gUidelines eventually broke down and were
abandoned, as they have been abandoned repeatedly in the
past:

du
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Members of a union demonstrate their
disapproval of the Nixon administration's wage
,and price controls in 1972.
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Volunlary controls rile riot necessarily unworkable;
they just require a high degree of 'public support. In Japan,
a form of voluntary restraint has played a significant role in
stemming the tide of inflation. Traditionallyc all the major
unions in Japan negotiate yearly wage contracts in what is
known as a "spring wage offensive." Agreements to
restrain, the wage demands voluntarily at these spring
offensives have been successful because the attention of
the whole country is focused on the negotiations and there
is enormous pressure to hold all wage Inc'reases to the
average level of productivity gains.

The main alternative to voluntary restraint is manda-
tory controls laws restraining wage and price hikes.
Let's saY that-the government decided that wages and
prices could rise this year only as much as productivity
about one percent and passed a law to that effect. If
everyone complied, inflation would plummet overnight.
The catch here is that there are over ten million different
businesses in the United Stares and any program designed
to control the prices and wages of all these businesses
would face unimaginably complex administrativelirOb-
lems. Imagine'a government agency trying to decide how
much a certain restaurant could raise its price for a club
s'andwich, for example, and then imagine what would be
necessary to enforce such decisions_

Because of such nightmarish difficulties, most pro--

ponents of mandatory controls suggest that controls be
limited to the largest,rost powerful companies and
unions. Most businessrand individuals, they explain, are
already controlled by the discipline of competitive mar-
kets. A government control 'authority, therefore, need
concern itself only with regulating the prices of the
companies and unions that are unrestrained by competition
and so set their own prices.

Critics complain that even limited controls would
wreak havoc with the economy. Prices, they argue,
regulate a free market economy. Constantly changing
prices (and profit levels) serve as signals to producers of
different goods that more or less of something is desired by
consumers and can be profitably produced and sold. But if
the government holds the prices of television sets too low,
for instance, more people will want to buy them, but less
companies will find it profitable tp produce them. There
will be too many buyers; long lines may appear outside of
stores; some buyers will be disappointed; and some type of
rationing scheme may be necessqry.

Proponents of controls contend that a price setting
authority coujd avoid shortages by being flexible and
adjusting prices whenever necessary. Or it 'could limit
controls to the small number of items that acconnt for most
consumer spending food, energy, cars, clothes, ay.

,4f
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They acknowledge that even such a system might have
difficulties with everyone clanibring for "adjustments"
and special exceptions, some groupsVoud *object to any
decision by the *control-authority Ss unfair.. And even some

the inOst v,igorous proponents of controls acknowledge
that *deciding where prices should be;set and enforcing'
those decisions would require a large., costly bureaucracy
to gather and process information. Nonetheless, in other
countries, controls have been usea successfulljt..ln Aus7
tria, controls are limited to about 200 standard articles and
administered by a commission of 'government, business
and union representatives: that approach has succeeded in
slowing inflation without destroying the price mechanism
or suffocating the ecOnomy with bureaucfacy.

Among proponents of mandatory controls-there is
considerable debate about whether controls-should be used
as a short-term emergency measure or on a perinanent
basis. Some argue that temporary controls will provide,
only temporary Telief: once they are lifted, inflation will
surge. This is what happened when President Nixon
removed his wage-price c ntrols in'1972. On the other
hand, permanent mandato y controls, like voluntary
guidelines, require nearly niversal compliance. We
witnessed this level of public support when wage-price
controls were required during W rld War II and, as a result,
cOntrols were quite effective. But the same degree of
cooperation is difficult to engineer in the absence of a
national crisis. . .

, Finally, many people object to permanent controls
because the controls might require a cumbersome and
'costly governMent bureaucracy. The offices responsible
for wage-price controls in tthe Nixon administration
employed 4,000 people. An effective administratiOn of
permanent controls might require a budget of many
millions of dollars. Are we willing to pay this price to stop
inflation? Are we willing to enlarge the scope of govern-
ment, to give it the authority to control wages and prices,
when we feel determined to cut government back in other
areas?

The stumbling block to finding a workable solution to
the inflation problem is that everyone wants to male sure
that their income rises to "keep up" with inflation. But
unfortunately, unless the economy grows and produces
more, everyone's income cannot rise simultaneously
without aggravating inflation which, in the end, leaves
us all worse off. Solving the inflation problem by limiting
people's clairiis to higher-incomes is difficult to administer
because no one is willing to sacrifice his or her income
unless everyone else does so.

_ But what is the fairest way to limit incomes and what
would be most effective? Which approach involves the

--.

1east koyernment intervention? Only when Aniericans
c6me'. to a general agreement at)out the .answefs to these
questiong will limiting claims be a viable, strategy to end
the wage-price'spiral.'

Like the other strategies we have examined so far,
limitingclaims will inipose.4ts onindividuals and on the. 4

economy as a 'whole. We need ta weigh these coits; ifi
comparison to ,the costs of the alternaliyes. We haveone.:--
mpre...akernative to'.explore thegeowth solution.
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Inflation has trapped
Arnerican businesses
and workers into a
tragiC game of economic
chicken: wage demands
escalate with inflation
until the most dire
circumstances
approach.



THE GROWTH
SOLUTION

tTo maintaiwour
standard of living
today, we have
mortgaged our future.
We have accumulated a
debt that future
generations will have to
pay off, and we have
consumed funds that,,

would have been
wiser to invest for
future prosperity. 1)

Persistent inflation' over the past decade has led many

Anlericans to long for the "good old days" when there

wasn't any. I! would be a mistake to idealize earlier times

When life was sinnpler, slower, more family-oriented, and

perhaps less perplexing. Depressions, insecurity, and a

lower stapdard of living were also part of that earlier time.

But whether we feel that the old day in the U.S. were"On

the whole good or bad, one thing does- seem certain

there was no stith thing as chro ic in.lation.

In the past the econoM rously. There were

ups and downs of course-rbut over te long run, Americans

enjoyed a rising standard of living and unprecedented:-

vrosperity.Recessions and depressidns, whichdesperately

hurt some people when they occurred, hrought falling

prices and falling interest rates that stimulated conslimer

spending and business investment, and eventually led the

way to a recovery.
The good old days were indisputably good in another

sense: They left ah enormous legacy of accumulated

wealth from which we have all benefited. Nearly every-

thing we see around us roads, dams, bridges, railroads,,

skyscrapers, i-nodern factories, universities was built

with the wealth of our forebears. The United States became

a rich country because its economic and political system

proved very efficient. the genius of capitalism as it

flourished in the Unite'd States was t at individuals, by

striving to better themselves, created en rmous wealth and

contributed to the welfare of future g nerations through

their efforts. For years it seemed to wo k well. There wasN

steady economic growth and sufficient i vestment to allow

the country to progress'down a path to prosperity.

The Great Depression destroyed m cliof our carefree

attitude about economic matters. Evet since, worrying'

about the economy and trying ,to.keep i on a prosperous

path has become a serious matter, and basic concern of

our government. Americans now sh re a distressing

feeling that something has gone wrong. Inflation, unem-

ployment, lagging productivity, and hig interest rates all

contribute to our current economic woesi

Savings, the essential ingredient ofla growing econ-

omy, have declined because of inflation. iften prices rise

and you expect one hundred dollars to b6y less next year

than it did this year, you think twice about putting your

money in the bank. Unless interest rates on savings are

substantially higher than the expected Te of Inflation,

most people feel that it is smarter to buy no rather than put

their money aside and watch its value decline in "real"

terms, The basic fact abouf inflatidn that it discourages

savings is crippling to the economy. WIrn less money is

saved, less is available for businesses to invest (and interest

rates on loans rise, making.the money that is available less

f
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attractive to investors).
This translates into fewer
factories, fewer new Ma-
chines, less business ex-
pansibn ;and Ultimately lss,
growth; only when some
part of what an economy
produces is set aside to be
invested not consumed

can incrgased pyduc-
tion in the future be assured.

Inflation also under-
mines the economy by en-
couragingconemption and
debt. In the past, if your
parents or grandparents
wanted lo buy a car, they
probably saved. Then,
when they had enough, they
went to the dealer and paid
in cash. Things are diffefent
now. What do you do when
car prices creep up constantly each year'? You buy now,
rather than next year, when the price will be still higher.
Most Americans do the same. It is no coincidence that
buying on credit has grown More popular at the same time
that inflation,has grown worse. The advantages of using

,credit during inflationary,times are two-fold: firsi, it allows
you to buy now and avoid future price increases; second, it
allows you to 'pay off your debt with dollars that are
actually worth less.

What has happened, though, is that to maintain our
standard of living today, we have mortgaged our future.
We have accumulated a debt that future generations will
have to pay off, and we have consumed funds that we
would have been wiser to invest for future prosperity.
Instead of saving and investing to grow rich, and n the
process guaranteeing society's economic prosperV indi-
viduals because of inflation have come to behave in
ways that only worsen our economic predicament and
make long-term stagnation more likely.

Inflation leads -to stagnation, unemployment and
falling productivity. Economic problems do not separate
easily to be scrutinized and solved one ,at a time. The
solution to any one of them must be seen in the context of
the others. Will controlling inflation with recession bring
down inflation, only to result in unemployment that will
create more inflation in other ways? Will usipg wage-price
controls stop price increases, but in the process condemn
the economy to prolonged stagnation? Or can we revitalize
the economy, spur productivity and groWth, and at the
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same time end inflation?

REVITALIZINO THE ECONOMY

Proposals to end inflation by revitalizing the economy have
originated from both consetvatives and liberals. Such
policies are based on the belief that spurring growth...win
produce a greater supply of goods and services relative p
demand and therefore bring prices down.
---- One , set of policies designed to invigorate the
economy has come to be known as "supply-side eco-
nomics." The core of this approach is a program of tax cu
for individuals and businesses that are intended to raise e
rate of saving apd investment, which will, in turn, raise
productivity and growth.

Critics of the supply-side approach often-contend that
relying on tax cuts to spur saving, investment and growth is
inherently unfair because it must favor the rich in order to
be effective. Even many supporters of the supply-side
approach concede that this is true, at least in the short turf.
If you allow businesses and the rich to keep more of their,
income, they tend to save more of it. In the long run, supply-
siders believe, tax cuts targeted to those that save will
benefit everyone rich and poor because it will spur
growth.

More vehement critics of the supply-side approach
insist that even tax cuts favoring groups who are likely to
save will do,little to stop ihflation. There is no empirical
evidence, they argue, that shows that tax reductions alone
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PAYING THE COST OF GREATER SAVING

Greater saving and investment to ensure the
future health of the econorny, which nearly

everyone *ants, requires a reduction of

consumption today, which nb one Wants. Any

strategy to increase saving and investment is.

likely to encounter serious political oppcisition.

Let's say the government decided io encourage

saving and make more mbney available for

investment by reforming the tax laws related to

honie mortgages. How would you react?

In receni years, home ownership has become

the most widely used tax shelter. The tax laws
Pi

4ncourage people tnbuy a hon!e on credit, deduct

the interest from their taxable income, and

after they have used the house sant at a
capital gain, taxed at a lower rate than earned
income (or not at all if the capital is reinvested in

,another house within a given period, or the

person rs 55 or older; and eligiblefor aone-time
exclusion of $1-2,000). This setup, many
economists argue, does nothing for the poor, who

have'no taxable income from which to deduct

interest payments, and it provides little relief to

most Ameticans. What it mostly does is to shower

benefits on those whose incpme is in the bracket of

$50,000 or more a year.
Mare importantly, tax laws like these

encourage debt and discourage saving. If interest

payments were not tax deductible,' Americans
would have less mortgage debt: This would make

it easier for businesses to borrow for investment

purposes. It would also encourage Americans to

save in order to buy a house.
-In Japan, where it is Inuch more difficult to

borrow money to buy a house, most people must

save for ten or more years.before theymake their

first purchase. Partly for this reason, the savings

rate in Japan is higher than ours; and where

saying is greater, more money is available for

investment in industry.
Are we willing to change our tax laws to

encourage saving if it means postponing the

dream of home ownership for millions of
Americans? If increasing saving and investment :

requires sacrifices, where should wemake them?

will result in more investment. Business is concerned with

making a profit. When Trdfitable investments are scarce,

business will be reluctant to invest regardless of how

tfr

much-taxes are cut.
Alternative revitalization strategies, sponsoied by

econOmists and politicians who oppose the supply-siders'

are rooted in the belief that a concerted government effort

is needed to increase investment, raise productivity and

"reindUstrialize" Certain sectors of the-economy. Inade-

quate investment has made our econom, less competitive,

less productive and more inflationar , they nrgue. To

remedy the situation the government uSt act to channel

investment to industries with promisin griowth potential,

because the private sector has shown itself unwilling or

unable to do so.
. Those in faVor of industrial rolicy ,for the United

States usually point out that Japa ind most European

puntries have benefitted from su policies for years

one reason for the- increa'singly h ated competition of the

international economy.
Opponents of a coordinate government industrial

policy objeCt, in the first place, ti any expansion of the

government's role in the econom . They also fear that a

goverment agency involved in i estment decisions and

subsidies to targeted industrie ill be open to political

pressure and, abuse.
But those favoring industria policy-q,uestion the

confidence plaCedin th free market approach. A return to

the "good old days' if that could somehow be

accomplished is not good enough. Reducing inflation

and surviving economically in today's world, they claim,

require bold and pragmatic steps to reform this country's

industrial policies?.
,

Other countries' lilce Japan have forged fruitful

alliances between government and business to foster

investment and growth. But the United Saes cannot

simply copy what has worked for -Japan and West

Germany. Our society is different, our history is different,

and oureconomy has always been much more oriented to

the free market. Americans tend to believe that individual

freedom is, in the long run, the best guarantee of prosperity

and happiness. Some people are concerned that too much

government intervention will jeopardize this freedom

and thisis one of the principal issues in the debate.

The question that these opponents are debating is how

we should go about invigorating the economy to brinrkick

the "goOd old days" of sustained growth and stable prices.

Some _favor. supply-side tax cuts; some favor greater

&velment efforts. But nearly all those who believe that

we must revitalize the economy to end inflation accept one

hard fact: It won't be easy.-The American people will have

to cut back on what we as individuals, as groups, and

through our government consume. We must save more

and consume less.



THE UNITED STATES
PERSONAL SAVINGS RATE HA'S FALLEN
DRAMATICALLY IN RECENT YEARS...

.. TODAY IT RANKS AMONG THE
LOWEST OF ALL INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES.
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Since the mid-1970s, when
many Americans first began to regard
inflation as aOronic condition, and chafted
their consumption and investment patterns
accordingly, the savings rate has fallen well below the
postwar average. It is now substantially lower than that
of other industrial nations.

Sources: United States Department of Commerce, Survey of Current Business, International Trade Administration.

But what is the best way to encourage-greater savings
and investment in order to revitalize the economy? This is
the heart of the matter. Who is willing to consume less?
Who is willing to sacrifice some of their income? And
where do we start? The money has to come from
somewhere. If the government cuts taxes toencourage
investment, or provides funds for high-technology re-
search, it will have that much 4ess money 'to spend
elsewhere in the economy perhaps on public transporta-
tion, on welfare payments, on grain'subsidies, on foreign
aid, or on other items that affect you. Revitalizing the
economy, no matter how we choose to do it, means
tightening our belts. It might mean putting $500 in the bank
where it will be available to investors rather than buying a
new television set. It might mean taking more taxes out
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of your paycheck so that government can channel fundS
to help modernize factories. It might mean that the gov-
ernment spends more money on trainiq scientists and

'engineers and less on improving the quality of the air and
wiper. It might mean ending some restrictions and regula-
tion in order to restore a free market economy..

The real difficulty is not colivincing people of the
benefits of greater saving and investment,- it is deciding
whose current consuMption will be sacrificed so that we
can invest for. the future. What iS the least painful and the
fairest way? Should we tax more and direct the government
to invest? Or should we tax less and let the market
encourage businesses to invest? These.are the key quest
tfons if we seek to stithulate growth as a way to reduce the
inflationary burdien.



DILEMMAS,
DEBATES, AND
DECISIONS:
COMING TI1
GRIPS
WITH INFLATION

# The basic problem is
painfully simple: we
have tried to satisfy
more demands than tbe
economy can meet. The
growth of income has
outstripped real
economic groivth. 9)
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White HOuse speechwriter James Fallows tells a revealing

story about a meeting of senior economic advisors that
President Cartertonvened in 1978. When he ran for office ,

Mr. Carter like most candidates promised to "get the

economy moving again" and nourished the expectation
that government can control events. At the beginning of his

term he had been more concerned about unemployment
than inflation. But as time went on, and his administration
responded to domestic pressures and the necessity of
pleasing enough important groups to maintain his popular-
ity and his political support, President Carter made various

decisions such as supporting a Farm Bill (which
increased price and income supports) and a new Minimum

Wage Bill that added to inflationary pressures. Two
years into his administration, it was clear that inflation was
rising to dangerously high levels and that it threatened to,
undermine his other objectives. The meetirig with his

economic advisors was billed as a "decision meeting" on
inflation. So his advisors discussed the merits and

liabilities of one anti-inflation initiative after another.
Finally, according to Fallows, the President grew 'visibly
impatient.

This isn't a decision meeting at all, he said ... Instead
of preseriting him with options, the advisors were
suggesting that there was no good option to choose.
Robert Strauss volunteered that perhaps he was to
blamefor the irritation the President was expressing,
since he had thought it important for the President to

hear first hand the advisors' frustrations, to take part

in their conversations and understand the pessimism
and confusion so many of them felt.

Carter said curtly that the advisors should agree
on a decision memo, indicate the choices he must
make, and send it in to him. Then he left the room.

Perhaps President Carter, like much of the nation, underes-

timated the depth of the inflation problem and the extent to

whicJi it undermineS other objectives. The chronic
MflatiOn of the past fifteen years is a symptom of a basic

shift in the way the economy, works. When the free market

ruled our lives there was a cruel but efficient-discipline.
Whenev er one person got more of the country's resources:
sorrieone else got less. As people tend more and more to
turn to die government to escape the insecurity and harsh

judgment of the marketplace, qemands have mushroomed

and the discipline of the marketplace has disappeared.
Everyone clamors for more. No one wants to be the one
whose Wages or prices are cut back.

But our resources are still limited and real economic
arowth has slowed down.at the same time that demands on

the economy have escalated. The basic problem is .



painfully simple: we have tried to,satisfy more demands
than the economy can meet. The growth of income has
outstripped real economic growth. That, most simply, is
why we have inflation.

For all the differences among economists as to the
chief inflationary .villains or the most promising anti-
inflation strategies, there is little disagreement abdut the
basic point. As a nation, we have been living beyond ot#
means, and in doing so mortgaging the future. pie
short-term orientation that inflation encourages under-
mines the ,long-term goal of sustained economic grOw/h.

Both the current .costs and potential hazards of
chronic inflation have become quite clear:

* It creates a sense of social and economic ins curity
by reducing the value of personal assets.

* It threptens ecOnomic activity by dr* mg up
interest rates, thi.is increasing the cost f doing
business.

* It imposes an unacceptably high rate of uneniploy-
ment.

* It has disturbiniindirect effects s ch as eroding
a senSe of justice, feeding a sense f resentment,
and ernding7Onfidence in the futu e.

* It contributes to the sentiment th t government is
incompetentiland as a result lea to the instability
of governments. '

So why has this nation walked aw y from the inflatiorr
problem? Because each of the prop ed cures, imposes a
high cost on some group, and w uld for that' reason
generate impassioned resistance. nsider, for example,
.the personal costs, and the polit al resistance to four
proposals we have reviewed t e imposition of wage-
price controls, the recession st tegy. adoption of the
"growth solution," and a reduc on of the government's
role in the economy.

,

FOUR OPTIONS

Inflation might be brotight d der control, as we saw, by
imposing mandatory wage and price controls, which
would keep wage demands from exceeding productivity
increases, and price hikes within reasonable limits. Aside
from the problem of effectively administering such a
program, many people are adamantly opposed to any such
suegestion. A program of mandatory controls means that
wages and prim are set by the government, not the
market.

Another way to control inflation is periodically to
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lerate a severe recession. But because this means
olerating high unemployment as well, the recession

strategy is regarded by many people as a cure that isiworse
than the disease.

Few people. object to dealing with inflation by
promoting more rapid growth. Like Spple pie and mother-
hood, ii's universally. approved. The problem is trying to
figure out how to curb current consumption and expendi-
ture in order to accumulate the capital required to revitalize
the economy. Will tax cuts for the more affluent lead to
results? Or should the government more artfully guide

Faced with the dangers of wartime, the nation is
willing to accept sacrifices. This poster was part
of a very successful 1917 Red Cross campaign
which raised well over 100 million dollars. The
question is whether people can be convinced that
sacrifice is necessary to overcome a domestic
problem such as inflation.



WHAT YOU CAN 00 TO FIGHT INFLATION

Many people believe that only government, or big

business can stop inflation. Certainly they can do

a lot. But so can you, provided you understand
the problem and are willing to make certain

sacrifices.

1) Don't ask for new government programs that

require deficit financing.
It is easy to blame the government for operating

in the red. Who encourages the government to
spend more than it can afford? If you're serious
about balancing the budget, ask yourself this

question: Would you be willing to accept a tax

increase of approximately 6 percent in order to

pay in full for the current programs and services

of the Federal government? Or would you be

willing to accept a corresponding cutback in
goyernrnent services to reduce government
spending?

2) Don't live on credit.
Keep your spending within your income, just as

you'd like the Federal toVernment to do. If We

spend our money before we get it and we do

that every time we buy something "on time" or

with a credit card we are feeding inflation. To

bring down inflation, would you be willing to cut

back your use of sredit to finance the purchase of

goods? In other words,
are you willing to save
ahead to buy things,
rather than borrow to
have them now?

3) Commit yourself to
being personally more
productive; increase
your savings; support
efforts that encourage
industry to invest in
new plants and
equipment, product
drelopment and job
gaining.
Unless we restore
vitality to our country's
productivity, we can't
hope to make much
progress in controlling

inflation.,Money not spent, but put into
savings provides funds for investment in
plants and equipment that can increase
productivity. Areyou willing to save more? In

the eventof a Federal tax cut, are you willing

to see a major portion of the cut made in

business taxes, rather than personal income
taxes, if this action will increase investment and

productivity?

4) Join the fight against waste waste of private

resources, waste in social programs, waste in our

defenee program, waste wherever it occurs.

Conserve energy..113uy only things that are
essential. Let the non-essentials wait. Make better

use of the things you have. Don't be part of the

throwaway economy.

5) Make.your voice heard.
Share your views on inflation with people you
knowand in organizations to which you belong.

Let your elected officials know how you feel.

Write them. Vote,

Adapted with permission from "The Consumer's Inflation

Handbook," The American Council of Life Insurance, 1980.
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investn ents into more promising industries?
Another proposal, to scale down the ways in which

the government interferes with the free operation of the
Marketplace would also .encounter some formidable
obstacles. Clearly, as indicated by a deficit in excess of
$100 billion, the federal government has been living
beyond its means, paying more for the goods and services
it delivers to voters than it raises through taxes. And those
deficits are widely, if not universally regarded as a cause of
high interest rates and therefore an impediment to eco-
nomic recovery. Despite that, however, it is not at all clear
that Congress will move decisively to reduce the deficit. In
response to the appeals of a multitude of special interest
groups that want the government to attend to their needs (or
at least not to cut back on their programs), deficit budgets
are proposed which impose an indirect tax in the form of
inflation.

Who are those "special interests"? WA're 'every
time we vote for a bond issue to provide some public
service or facility, every time we support increased
healthcare benefits, or cost-of-living adjustments for the
recipients of Social Security checks, or increased military
spending or support a candidate who proposes to reduce
taxes without reducing spending.

Every time the government looks after our welfare
and safety by setting standards (for clean air, for example,
or safer products) or requires special equipment (stkh as
the safety features in cars) we end up paying for them. It is
estimated, for example, that an average car costs $600
more because of such government safety and environmen-
tal regulations, and that a typical home costs about $2,000
more because of construction, .energy, and other regula-
tions. Each of those regulations increases the price of the
goods we buy. What tradeoffs are we willing to make
between the benefits we may derive from such regulations,
and the costs we pay in the form of higher prices?

We could choose to eliminate many of the ways in
which the government plays so active a role in protecting
groups against the harsh realities of falling wages and
profits and in doing so encourages inflation: That would
.mean, for example, cutting back on unemployment
benefits, doing away with farm price supports, refusing
pleas for trade restrictions, and turning a deaf ear to the
appeals of distressed industries, no matter how many
people they employ. If such measures were taken, prices
would undoubtedly begin to fall as well as to rise, and we
would be well on our way to a solution to inflation. But that
would be accomplished at the costof enormous insecurity.
as millions of people would once again be vulnerable to the
ups and downs of economic cycles.

Considering the cost both political and economic

diat would be imposed by each of these anti-inflation
strategies, it is understandable why national leaders have
been so reluctant to endorse them. There are no magic
solutions to the inflation problem, no easy and politically
popular choices.

- No MAGIC SOLUTIONS, BUT SOLUTIONS

Sacrifice is necessary. But under what circumstances
other than wartime can national leaders effectively
appeal for sacrifice, so that society can_ achieve an
agreed-upon objective, like ending inflation?

We all want something to be done about our problem,
except for when the solutions affect us. Wewant to
conserve energy, but not to change our wasteful
habits. We favor sacrifice, so long as someone else
goes first. We want to abdlish loopholes until it is our
loophole. We denounce special interests, except for
our own.

In these final words of an address on inflation,
President Carter made a- plea for sacrifice,.for a commit-
ment to the common good rather than to special interest.

Unsure of just exactly.what they were being asked to
sacrifice, and unsure whether those sacrifices were in fact
necessary, most people responded by protecting them-
selves against inflation's corrosive impact.

Inflation is a difficult and complex problem but. it is
not insoluble. If we do not have any painless choices, we
still have choices. Austria has chosen mandatory wage-
price controls to fight inflation. It has shown that simple,
well-designed guidelines for a limited number of "key
goods" can be effective in holding down prices ,if the
guidelines have broad public support. Japan has chosen a
different strategy, but in that country too, widespread
cooperation has paved, the way to success. By combining

, 'elements of the growth solution high savings and
investment rates with voluntary restraint to hold wage
increases to productivity gains, it has held inflation to
modest levels in recent years. Other countries have chosen
different strategies. Everywhere, however, the lesson is
the same: Where anti-inflation programs are enthusiasti-
cally supported by the public, they have proven effective.

In the United States, each of the strategies we have
examinedor some combination of themcould lead to
success in overcoming inflation. What remains to be
accomplished is for citizens and groups to confront the
problem realistically, to recognize their responsibility in
what must be a concerted effort, to begin to form the
consensus required to get the nation out of its inflationary,'
mess.
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FOR FURTHER READING

Thousands of books and articles on inflation have been
written in recent years, but mOst are difficult for the
general reader. John Case's Understanding Inflation is a
lucid and well-balanced introduction to the subject,
written for non-specialists (New York: Wm. Morrow,
1981). Another short and clearly written introduction is
Sidney L. Jones' Inflation: Causes and Prospects (New
York: The Aspen Institute, 1981).

FOr a perspective on the problem of taming an
inflationary economy, see thee1981 Economic Report of
the President (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office), which was prepared by President Carter's Council
of Economic Advisors. Robert Heilbroner and Lester
Thurow present dpartidularly thoughtful discussion of the
political difficulties-of solving the inflation problem in a
chapter on that topic in Five Economic Challenges
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1981).

For differing perspectives on what our choices are in
fighting inflation, see for example, Barry Bosworth's
"Policy Choices for Controlling Inflation," in Controlling
Inflation: Studies in WagelPrice Policy (Washington,
D.C.: Center for Democratic Policy, 1981); and Milton
and .Rose Friedman's Free to Choose (NeW York: ,Avon
Books; 1979). For a more comprehensive discussion of
anti-inflation strategies that have been attempted in
various nations, such as Japan, Brazil, England, and West
Germany, see Worldwide Inflation: Theory and Recent
Experience (Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institu-
tion, 1977), edited by Lawrence B. Krause and Walter S.
Salant.

Irving S. Friedman provides a particularly insightful
discussion of the noneconomic aspects of inflation in
Inflation: A Worldwide Disaster (Bosttn: Houglgon-
Mifflin, 1974). For a vivid account of hyperinflationary
episodes in Weimar Germany and elsewheresee Max
Shapiro's. The Penniless Billionaires (New York: Times
Books, 1980):
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Please answer the questions-on both sides of this page ortlf AFTER you have attended the dis.ussion or read the booklet.
Some of these are the same as those you answered before, some are slightly differtint or quite new. Please ansWer them all

withoul reference to your earlier answers. .

Then hand in the papers to,the moderator. of the discussion or mail it in the attached prepaid envelolie to the Domestic
Policy Association. . ..

I Different people have different ideas about who's to blame for
inflation. Using a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 means not much of the
blame, arta -10 means a lot of the blame, rate how much blame

. you'd place on each Of the following. Record yOur answer on the
line across from each item. .

1. The Preiident

2. Unions

3. Congress

4. Small business

5. Individual consumers

6. OPEC

7. Large Corporations

I i LI I I.

1 2 3 4 5 .6 7 8 9 10

LI
1 2 3 4 5 6 i 8 9 10

I-111111f f

1 2 3 4 5 6 7, 8 9 10

If f 11111
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

141_ I I I

3 4 56 7 8 9 10

f

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I .1 I I I I I

1 2 3 4 5 6,7 .8 9 10

8- The Federal Reserve 1 I I!
1 .2 3 4 5 & 7 8 .9 10

9. Liberals

- 10. Conservatives

I .1 i I I I f I

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1-ff f J -1 I

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11. Foreign countries such as
Japan and West Germany

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

12. Homeowners with large
mortgages

13, Salaried employees

I I I 1 .1 I ff 11
1 2 3 45 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

II Here is a list of things that some people think .the government
111 should ft:but each of them would have an impact on the

economy. Rate each proposal on a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 means
the governtent should not do it at all and 10 means the
government should.certainly do it. Record your answer on the line
across from each proposal.

14. Lower interest rates .".
1 2 3 4 5 6 7,8 9 ,0.

15. Reduce Federal taxes

16. Enact measures such as a pub-
lic service-jobs program to re-
duce unemployThent

17. Strengthen pollution and prod-
uct safety regulations

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2, 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I I LI III I I

1 2 3 4 5'6 7 8 9 10

18. Make all employers provide au-
tomatic cost-of-living increases
to their employees each year

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

19. Make it possible for more
Americans to owo their own
homes

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

20. Provide government assistance
- for troubled American indus-

tries such as automobiles and
steel 111111111111

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

21. Maintain cost-of-living
i

in-
creases n Social Security pay-
ments

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10



This is a list of anti-inflation policies that have either been triedorg,1 talked about. For each one. check if you favor or not.

Favor Not
it Oppose Sure

22. Raise federal taxes to reduce
the federal budget

23. Cut government spending on
social programs -

24. Keep interest rates high

25. Accept higher rates of unem-
ployment

26. Regulate wages and prices

27. Encourage investment by giv-
ing tax reductions to those with
the means to invest

28. Increase government assist-
ance far "growth" industries
such as computers and tele-
communications while at the
same time refusing' to bail out
-no growth" industries such as
steel and automobiles

0 0 0

C
Ili The booklet presents a number of strategies for dealing with

inflation, and each of them has certain advantages and disat-
vantages. After reading and talking about these ideas, which, if
any, do you find totally unacceptable?

, .

29. Learn to live with inflation like they do in
Argentina -

30. Make the government balance the budget

31. Accept a recession from time to time to wring
inflation out of the eennomy

32. Institute wage and price controls like they
have in Austria

33. Use tax and investmeni.policies to stimulate
investment and growth

Totally
Unacceptable

Now we would like to aSk nme questions about how you feel7 now.

34. 'On a scale of 1 to 6, where 1 means that
the issue affects you personally very little
and 6 means that you really feel deeply
involved, where would you place yourself
on the issue of inflation?

35. On some issues people feel that they
really have all the information that they
need in order to form a strong opinion on

- that issue, while op other issues they
would like to get additional information
before solidifying, their opinion. On a
'scale of 1 to 6, where I means that you feel
you definitely need more information on
the issue and 6 means that you do riot feel
you need to have more infognation on the
issue, where would you place yourself?

36. People have told us that on some issues
they come to a conclusion and they stick
with that position, no matter what. On
other issues, however, they may take a

. position, but they know that they could
change their 'mind very easily on this
issue. Using a scale 'of I. to 6, where I
means that you i could change your mind
easily and 6 means that you are likely to
stick with your position no matter w hat,
where would you place yourself on the
issue of inflation?

I )1 1 1.11
1.1rv3.4 5 6

1 I H
1 2 3 4 5 6

I
1 2 3 4 5 6

4



"I know of nO safe

depository of the

ultimate powers

of society but the

people themselves;

and if we think-
. them not enlightened'

enough to exercise
15

their control with a

,wholesome discretion,

the remedy is not

to take it away

from them, but to

inform their discretion

by education."
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